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There are still many gaps in the information regarding the number of casualties during the events in Karakalpakstan on July 1-2, 2022.

The initial public discourse, which gained traction on social networks and in the media, eventually stalled due to challenges in obtaining further information. However, in February 2023, human rights activists succeeded in obtaining a 662-page verdict in the case of 22 rioters, which included comprehensive lists of the deceased and injured during the events.² Our review, titled 'Incidents in Karakalpakstan: Official Lists of the Dead and Wounded and as well as Discussion on the Number of Victims,' was published on February 25, 2023, presenting a preliminary analysis of these materials and comparing them with other available data.³ The study uncovered significant discrepancies in the information provided by different security agencies in Uzbekistan, as well as
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² Verdict of the Court of the Republic of Karakalpakstan of 31.01.2023 on the case of D. Tazhimuratov and others, p.147-183.
undisclosed victims and other inquiries directed at the country's official authorities regarding the events in question.

These concerns were detailed in a letter sent on February 26, 2023 by the human rights organization Freedom for Eurasia (Austria) to the parliamentary commission responsible for investigating the events in Karakalpakstan, led by Feruza Eshmatova, the Ombudswoman of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Members of the commission acknowledged receiving the request; however, as of June 30, 2023, no response had been generated. It appears that the concerns raised by human rights activists regarding the victims in Karakalpakstan posed a challenge to the official authorities in Tashkent, who claim to be "open" and "ready for dialogue."

In late January to early February 2023, Kazakh human rights defender Galym Ageleuov traveled to Uzbekistan and Karakalpakstan, where he conducted interviews with relatives of the victims and convicts. During his visit, he managed to obtain documents and materials related to the "victims of July," including a list of 78 civilians who sought medical assistance from the healthcare authorities of the Republic of Karakalpakstan. At the time of the aforementioned February review publication, the processing of these materials was still ongoing. In May 2023, Galym Ageleuov had planned his next mission to Tashkent, where the Supreme Court of Uzbekistan was hearing appeals in the case of the 22 rioters. However, on May 22, when he tried to check in for his Bishkek-Tashkent flight, he was informed that he was indefinitely barred from entering Uzbekistan.

Despite the Uzbek authorities' efforts to restrict access to information, in May 2023, we managed to obtain the text of another 268-page verdict, which included lists of the deceased and injured. These lists contained new data that differed in some aspects from the materials found in the verdict on the "Case of 22". We were able to gather additional information with the help of relatives of the deceased and convicted participants of the events, and Karakalpak activists residing abroad.

Today's publication of the lists of the deceased and injured is the result of analyzing materials from various documentary sources and, when needed, supplementing them with unofficial data.

Official list of the deceased

The initial figures regarding the casualties were provided by representatives of the Prosecutor General's Office and the National Guard of Uzbekistan in July 2022. During a briefing at the Agency for Information and Mass Communications in Tashkent on July 4, officials stated that 18 individuals had lost their lives in the riots. Two weeks later, prosecutors announced that three more individuals died in hospital from their wounds. The number 21 is still being mentioned in the media, despite the materials of the criminal case containing data about only 19 deaths. Law enforcement authorities classify all the deceased as "participants in the mass riots."

---


5 The commission's report on the results of its work, announced last year, has not yet been published.

6 Kazakhstani human rights defender Galym Ageleuov, who had been actively involved in addressing the issues in Karakalpakstan, faced a ban on entering Uzbekistan. // AsiaTerra, 22.05.2023 (https://m.asiaterra.info/news/kazakhstanskomu-pravozashchitniku-galymu-ageleuleovu-zanimavshemuysya-problemoj-karakalpakstana-zapreschen-v-ezd-v-uzbekistan).

7 Verdict of the Court of the Republic of Karakalpakstan of 10.05.2023 on the case of A.Sagidullayev and N.Urazbayev, pp.104-115.

8 In Nukus 18 people killed and 94 wounded are in hospitals. // Internet edition "Gazeta.uz", 18.07.2022 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2022/07/04/nukus-victims/).

9 The number of deceased in the unrest in Nukus has increased by three. // Internet edition "Gazeta.uz", 18.07.2022 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2022/07/18/victims).
The statements made by the Command of the National Guard of Uzbekistan and the Commandant's Office regarding the deaths of four law enforcement officers, which have not been officially refuted, are not supported by the materials of the criminal case. None of the members of the law enforcement agencies of Uzbekistan involved in maintaining public order in Karakalpakstan died during the events of July 1-2, 2022. The controversial claim made by the commander of the National Guard of Uzbekistan, Rustam Dzhuraev, that out of the 14 civilians killed, 13 were allegedly under the influence of alcohol and narcotics, has also not been substantiated or confirmed.

The official list of the deceased, initially provided in our February publication, was derived from the text of the verdict in the "Case 22" (referred to as P-0123). This list aligns completely with the list obtained from the second verdict available to us in the case of A. Sagidullayev and N. Urazbayev (referred to as P-0523). Both lists contain full names (surname, first name, and patronymic), year of birth, date and location of injury, as well as the date and identification number of the forensic medical examination report for each deceased individual.

The information provided is supplemented by additional sources, including unofficial death lists, private reports, medical documents, photographs of tombstones, and other available evidence related to individual cases.

The updated version of the official list of the 19 deceased individuals is provided in Annex 1. The names of the deceased have been arranged in alphabetical order for clarity. According to the Uzbek law enforcement authorities, all of them reportedly took part in mass disturbances (i.e. illegal violent actions) and, sustained injuries during their unlawful actions, subsequently died as a result. Authorities claim that there were no civilians among the deceased.

Let us reiterate some of the conclusions and observations presented in our February publication.

All those deceased were adult men aged between 25 and 52. Only one (Bakhadyr Dzhaksimuratov, a member of the opposition Alga Karakalpakstan party) was fatally wounded on July 01, 2022, outside Jokargy Kenes (parliament) of the Republic of Karakalpakstan; the others were killed or wounded in various districts of Nukus on July 02.

The largest number of fatalities, six, occurred in the area between the airport and the Shorsha Baba cemetery. Five people were fatally wounded near the police station of Nukus. Two deceased on the Amu Darya bridge between Nukus and Khojeyli district and near the Jokargy Kenes building, one near Koskol 1, by the Ministry of Internal Affairs detention facility (for administrative detainees), another near the Sanitary-Epidemiological Welfare and Public Health Service and one near the Sarancha bridge (over the Kattagar channel).

The information regarding the deaths, particularly those near the Shorsha Baba cemetery and the City Police Department in Nukus, is supported by eyewitness testimonies obtained by the author during interviews conducted in the latter part of 2022.

11 Ibid.
12 Verdict of the Court of the Republic of Karakalpakstan of 31.01.2023 on the case of D. Tazhimuratov and others, pp.163-166.
13 Verdict of the Court of the Republic of Karakalpakstan of 10.05.2023 on the case of A.Sagidullayev and N.Urazbayev, pp.138-140.
14 P-0123, p.163.
15 According to the provided information, there were at least two casualties on the evening of July 1 near the Jokargy Kenes building, five casualties near the City Police Department building on July 2, at least ten casualties near the Shorsha Baba cemetery that evening (excluding the victims of a truck crash involving a group of rioters in the same area), several casualties near the bridge connecting Nukus with the Khojeli district, and at least one casualty in the Koskol district of Nukus, among other locations.
The official materials provide no specific information regarding the causes of death for the 19 individuals. However, when compared to unofficial sources, it becomes apparent that at least 15 (and possibly all) of the deceased individuals lost their lives due to the use of firearms or non-lethals employed by government forces.\textsuperscript{16}

While in many cases, the official materials do not explicitly mention the location of the forensic examinations, it is reasonable to assume that most of them were conducted in Nukus, however, at least one examination determining the causes of death\textsuperscript{17} took place in the Khojeli district.

As mentioned earlier, there were no reports of law enforcement officers among the deceased. However, Aman Sagidullaev, a Karakalpak opposition activist residing in Norway, claims that one of the deceased individuals, Akhmad Turdimuratov, was a member of the Uzbek State Security Service. He was on leave during the incidents and sustained a gunshot wound in Nukus on July 02, which resulted in his death on July 11 in a Tashkent hospital. Karakalpak opposition activists allege that Turdimuratov "defected to the people" during the protests, and the investigation materials mention him as a participant in the mass rally.\textsuperscript{18}

A comparison of the "list of 19" with unofficial materials reveals that the official list includes the names of three previously unknown victims (No.7, 14 and 18), but at the same time omits the names of some of the deceased.

For instance, it does not mention the case of Nukus resident Alisher Daribayev, who suffered a fatal bullet wound on July 02, 2022, near Svetlana market when he went out to buy groceries. After his father complained in September, Daribayev's body was exhumed and the family later received material assistance from state authorities. The case of Daribayev was previously reported in the August 2022 report by the Open Dialog Foundation, and we have copies of the medical report and death certificate. The fact that this case is not included in the official list of the deceased raises questions and appears puzzling. It is worth noting here that the fact of Alisher Daribayev's name appearing in the "group of 22" investigation materials as a rally participant\textsuperscript{19} contradicts his father's account of his son's death.

**Unofficial lists of the deceased**

The number of deaths reported by Uzbek officials in July 2022 was met with skepticism by the people of Karakalpakstan, as well as by journalists and experts familiar with the region. There is still a widespread belief that the Uzbek authorities are attempting to downplay the true scale of the tragedy, including the number of casualties. Unofficial estimates, which are often based on rumors and internet posts, vary widely, ranging from several dozen to as high as 200 or more, and even reaching the sensational figures of 1000-2000! These numbers, however, lack a clear source and are largely speculative in nature.

Among the data based on specific sources, there is a reference to a report by Azamat Atadzhanov, the editor-in-chief of the online newspaper Gazeta.uz, according to whom "on July 2 at approximately 23:00, Gazeta.uz was informed by the Karakalpak branch of the Republican Scientific Centre for Emergency Medical Care (RSCEMC) of about 77 dead and 114 injured within a 24-hour period". The newspaper's source in the Ministry of Health of Karakalpakstan "confirmed that the figures reported at the time were close to the truth" and even expressed surprise at the underreporting of the death toll by the prosecutor's office.\textsuperscript{20} However, a year later, there is still no reliable information regarding the names of a significant number of the deceased and the locations of their burials.

\textsuperscript{16} In contrast, only two members of the units involved in suppressing the unrest sustained gunshot wounds. The available materials do not provide information about whose hands the weapons were in that caused these injuries.

\textsuperscript{17} Regarding Orazbay Najimatdinov (P-0123, p.165).

\textsuperscript{18} P-0123, p.64.

\textsuperscript{19} P-0123, p.139.

\textsuperscript{20} Azamat Atadjanov. Fear and pain - what Karakalpakstan feels a month later. // "Gazeta.uz" online newspaper, 29.07.2022 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2022/07/29/nukus-people/).
In November 2022, Aman Sagidullaev, a Karakalpak dissident residing in Norway, provided human rights activists with a list of 16 locations where he claimed that weapons were used resulting in human casualties.\textsuperscript{21} However, it is important to note that in conflict zones like these, eyewitnesses may report casualties even in cases where demonstrators sustain non-fatal injuries.

In the immediate aftermath of the unrest on July 1-2, 2022, residents of Karakalpakstan frequently shared information about civilian casualties with foreign activists via messaging platforms. These messages often included details such as names, ages, locations, and times of injuries. However, the reliability of these messages varied, and it was challenging to contact the senders for further clarification. Moreover, discrepancies in names and important details were observed. While additional information was obtained for some of these cases at a later stage, the information received for others remains unconfirmed or questionable.

Relying on the influx of unofficial reports and information foreign human rights activists prepared and published two lists about a month after the events in Karakalpakstan.

In early August 2022, the Open Dialog Foundation, a Polish-registered organization headed by Lyudmila Kozlovskaya, published a report on the events in Karakalpakstan. The report, prepared by a coalition of human rights organizations primarily associated with civil society in Kazakhstan,\textsuperscript{22} included an attachment containing a list of deceased.\textsuperscript{23} The list comprised the names of 18 people who lost their lives due to the use of force against protesters in Nukus, as well as two victims of torture.

12 out of the 18 names listed in the Open Dialog Foundation report can be found in the official list of the deceased.\textsuperscript{24} In the case of the remaining six individuals, one of them, Alisher Daribayev, has documented evidence. Another name, Yermanbay Kaipov, is included in the official list of rioters who sustained minor injuries.\textsuperscript{25} The names of the other individuals cannot be found among the approximately 2,000 participants of the July events listed in the verdict. Further investigation, including checking two addresses in Nukus provided by the Open Dialog Foundation as the residences of Abusattar Akmaliev and Umbet/Ummat Makhambetov, did not yield any results.\textsuperscript{26}

The second list was compiled and published by the author of this report on July 25, 2022, using information provided by Karakalpak activists affiliated with Alga Karakalpakstan.\textsuperscript{27} The initial version of the list contained the names of 34 individuals who had died (this figure, referenced to the author, was later mentioned in the HRW report).\textsuperscript{28} 33 died due to the use of weapons and restraints, while one died as a result of torture. Only 9 out of the 33 names were included in the official list of the deceased. It was later discovered that two of them were

\textsuperscript{21} 14 - in Nukus, also - in Kanlykol and Kegeli districts.
\textsuperscript{22} The shooting of protests in Karakalpakstan. Uzbekistan hides names of killed, missing and victims of mass arbitrary detentions. // Open Dialog Foundation website, 03.08.2022 (https://ru.odfoundation.eu/content/uploads/2022/08/03.08.2022_karakalpakstan_ru_fin.pdf).
\textsuperscript{23} List of peaceful protesters and civilians killed in Karakalpakstan as of 5 August 2022. // Open Dialog Foundation website, 03.08.2022 (https://ru.odfoundation.eu/content/uploads/2022/08/05.08.2022-ru-killed.pdf).
\textsuperscript{24} One of the deceased individuals, Ganzhebek Arzybet uly, is listed with their name, patronymic, and date of birth (without surname), which can be determined based on the verdict texts. It should be noted that Azamat Seytzhanov from the Open Dialog Foundation was wrongly included in the list of missing protesters published by the same organization.
\textsuperscript{25} P-0123, p.178.
\textsuperscript{26} Information from the human rights activist Galym Ageleulov (based on his visit to Nukus in February 2023).
mistakenly included in the list of the deceased (both were arrested and faced trial), and there is conflicting information regarding the fate of one individual. Three individuals from the list are mentioned in the official lists of the wounded, and another four are included among those identified as "participants in the mass riots" in the verdicts. The presence of these names in multiple contexts allows for different interpretations. Additional information was obtained later for some cases, but for many, it was not possible to verify the original information and clarify their status.

In the months that followed, reports emerged from Karakalpak activists, as well as from relatives and friends of the deceased, revealing additional cases of civilian deaths that were previously unknown. Some of these cases came to light after human rights activists visited Karakalpakstan in late 2022 and early 2023.

In November 2022, unofficial lists of the deceased were compiled within a Freedom for Eurasia (Austria) organized project. Although the consolidated list was not made public, it served as a working document for human rights defenders. In February, Freedom for Eurasia sent a list of 31 names that were missing from the official list to a parliamentary commission established by the Uzbek authorities and led by the ombudswoman, requesting clarification on these cases. However, as of late June 2023, no response has been received from the commission.

Currently, the consolidated list, which has been updated with new information, contains the names of 34 individuals who are missing from the official list of the deceased (see Annex 2). However, many of these cases still require further verification. There are indications suggesting that this list may still not be exhaustive.

According to the Uzbek law enforcement authorities, all deaths related to the suppression of unrest in Karakalpakstan on 1-2 July 2022 occurred in Nukus. In July 2022, a source from Alga Karakalpakstan reported that two individuals from the RGC Nauryz were killed near an industrial building in the Kanlykol district on July 02. Multiple sources confirm the use of weapons against the demonstrators in that area. However, according to the official version, these incidents resulted in injuries rather than civilian fatalities. The names and surnames of the wounded individuals do not match those mentioned in the Alga Karakalpakstan report, nor the official list of participants in the unrest in the Kanlykol district as established by the investigation. Therefore, the information requires further verification.

Upon verification, other unofficial reports of deaths during sweep operations and detentions in July 2022 outside Nukus (for example, in the Shymbai district) were not confirmed.

In some cases, the discrepancy between the official and unofficial lists of the deceased can be attributed to differences in the methodology used to record the victims. In particular, the unofficial lists of the dead (unlike the official ones) include the names of two friends of the protest leader Dauletmurat Tazhimuratov - Madiyar Orazbayev and Ruslan Ibragimov, who died of torture after being detained in early July 2022. Their deaths were mentioned in Tazhimuratov's court testimony and have been corroborated by multiple sources. Currently, human rights organizations do not possess any additional information regarding individuals who died as a result of torture in relation to the investigation into the unrest in Karakalpakstan.

There are also concerns regarding the large number of casualties during the events near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on July 2, 2022. It remains unclear whether all the deceased individuals, whose bodies were taken away by the protesters, have been officially registered. Eyewitnesses have made claims that several people lost their lives as a result of security forces opening fire.

Official information regarding individuals who may have been subjected to enforced disappearances during the July events is completely inaccessible. In July 2022, a representative from the General Prosecutor's Office of Uzbekistan criticized the data provided by the Open Dialog Foundation, which reported 58 protesters as "disappeared" (a number that later increased to 90 by

---

29 One of them (Islam Anvarovich) has a first name, patronymic and year of birth (no last name), the latter can be established on the basis of the texts of sentences.

30 RGC - rural gathering of citizens, the local government structure
The Prosecutor's Office claimed that some individuals mentioned in the shared list were actually at home, while others had left the country, and some did not exist at all. During the investigation into the July events, many individuals who were arrested or administratively detained were held incommunicado (some as late as September 2022), and their relatives were often unaware of their detention. This lack of information and communication may have contributed to the complaints about disappearances during that period. Additionally, due to the fear of arrest and torture, many of those who participated in the events, left the country. However, despite the persistent rumors of extrajudicial killings, the authorities have not provided a clear statement regarding the individuals who went missing during the July unrest in Karakalpakstan. Official statistics regarding missing persons remain unavailable. Unfortunately, a parliamentary commission established by the authorities has chosen to ignore questions regarding potential cases of enforced disappearances that were raised in a letter sent by Freedom for Eurasia in February 2023.

Meanwhile, rumors of extrajudicial executions continue to circulate widely in Karakalpakstan. Some of these include the discovery of over 10 bodies with tied hands at the bottom near the Kyzketken bridge in Nukus in early August 2022, as well as reports of an informal mass burial in a desert area north of the highway to Khorezm Province. However, these reports require thorough verification to establish their accuracy and validity.

In December 2022, an "independent commission" established by the Uzbek authorities submitted a request to the Prosecutor's Office, urging “transparency in providing information on matters of public concern”, such as number of deaths and causes of death in each case. In response the General Prosecutor's Office of Uzbekistan stated that “the list of 19 individuals who died during the mass riots and the causes of their deaths would be examined individually during open court sessions”.

In December 2022, the authorities announced that the criminal case related “to the use of weapons and non-lethals during the events in Nukus on July 1-2 and the subsequent detention of individuals” had been transferred to a separate investigation. Investigation is currently ongoing on the deaths of two individuals. In February 2023, following another statement from the U.S. regarding the importance of ensuring transparency and holding accountable any law enforcement officials who violated the laws of Uzbekistan, the General Prosecutor's Office of Uzbekistan announced that a criminal case had been opened against three law enforcement officers for

---

31 List of missing peaceful protesters and civilians from Karakalpakstan as of August 5, 2022 // (https://ru.odfoundation.eu/content/uploads/2022/08/05.08.22-ru-missing.pdf).
32 The General Prosecutor's Office denied that the participants of the events in Karakalpakstan were missing. // "Gazeta.uz" online newspaper, 18.07.2022 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2022/07/18/information/).
33 Information from the human rights defender Galym Ageleulov.
34 The Commission on Nukus events called on the General Prosecutor's Office for transparency. // "Gazeta.uz" online newspaper, 12.12.2022 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2022/12/12/commission/).
36 Information from the human rights defender Galym Ageleulov
37 Use of force and means of restraint in Nukus organized into a separate investigation - Prosecutor General's Office of Uzbekistan. // "Gazeta.uz" online newspaper, 14.12.2022 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2022/12/14/force/).
38 U.S. calls on Uzbekistan to punish law enforcement officers if they broke the law during the Nukus events. // Gazeta.uz online newspaper, 31.01.2023 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2023/01/31/us/).
misconduct related to the events in Nukus. These officers were subsequently taken into custody.\textsuperscript{39} The details surrounding the situation remain unknown. However, it is evident that there is a significant disproportion between the number of civilian casualties and injuries and the limited number of law enforcement officers being held accountable by the authorities, potentially due to international pressure.

Uzbek authorities have consistently disregarded unofficial information regarding the victims. Along with denial of accounts of torture of detained protesters,\textsuperscript{40} this undermines their credibility. Given the significance of July events, the only way to ascertain the truth is through the publication of comprehensive lists of casualties, thorough investigations into every unofficial report of death or disappearance, and the examination of information regarding possible mass gravesites. It is crucial that the investigation into the events in Karakalpakstan involves the active participation of Karakalpak activists and reputable human rights defenders. In order to ensure transparency and accountability, there should be an open dialogue between state institutions and civil society in Karakalpakstan. Currently, there seems to be a reluctance from Uzbekistan's state authorities to engage in dialogue with Karakalpak activists, and any such calls are viewed as "extremism." Instead, an "independent parliamentary commission" dependent on the authorities has been assigned to handle the matter. However, this commission has been hesitant to provide clear and independent answers to the questions raised.

\textit{Official lists of wounded}

The official lists of the wounded are documented in the two verdicts issued by the Court of the Republic of Karakalpakstan, as mentioned earlier. These verdicts, written in the Karakalpak language, were accessible for study.\textsuperscript{41}

Both verdicts provided detailed information on the wounded individuals, including their last name, first name, patronymic, year of birth, severity of the injury, and the date and number of the forensic medical examination report. Additionally, for members of the security forces, their position and diagnosis were noted, while civilian victims, who were stated not to have participated in the riots according to the official version, also had their diagnosis specified. In the first verdict (P-0123), the date and place of injury are mentioned specifically for the "participants of mass riots," whereas in the second verdict (P-0523), this information is provided for all three groups of victims, as well as the exact dates of birth added for all the wounded.

The wounded in both verdicts are categorized into three groups: 1) law enforcement officers and servicemen involved in maintaining public order, 2) participants in the "mass riots,"\textsuperscript{42} and 3) civilians who did not participate in the riots. The order of the names of the injured is the same in both verdicts. Within each group, however, the names of the injured individuals are not listed in any particular order.

When comparing the lists from the two verdicts, several discrepancies can be identified. For instance, in P-0523, the severity of injuries for three demonstrators is changed from light to heavy. The names of four victims, who were drivers from other regions of Uzbekistan and were

\textsuperscript{39} Three law enforcement officers were taken into custody in connection with the Nukus events. // "Kun.uz" online newspaper, 09.02.2023 (https://kun.uz/ru/news/2023/02/09/c-svyazi-s-nukusskim-sobytiyami-vzyaty-pod-straju-3-sotrudnikov-pravo-oхранительной-органов).

\textsuperscript{40} The Parliamentary Commission responded to the HRW report on Karakalpakstan. // "Gazeta.uz" online newspaper, 30.01.2023 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2023/01/30/hrw/).

\textsuperscript{41} P-0123, p.147-163, 166-183, 467-492; P-0523, p.104-138, 140-156, 198-257.

\textsuperscript{42} Throughout the investigation into the events that took place in Karakalpakstan in July 2022, it appears that charges of participation in mass disorder, specifically group violence, were frequently brought without substantial evidence. In some cases, individuals were charged solely based on their participation in an unsanctioned rally.
attacked on highways in two regions of Karakalpakstan, are excluded. Additionally, there are minor differences in the spelling of names and the location of injuries. Furthermore, two wounded "law enforcers" are mistakenly included in the list twice.

However, more serious concerns arise when attempting to compare the information from the lists of the wounded with the data presented in the chronology of events outlined in the verdicts, as well as the testimonies of the victims (only a summary of which is available in one of the court decisions). As it was discovered, there were instances where the dates and locations of injuries mentioned in the chronology of events did not always align with those indicated in the list of the wounded. During their testimonies in court, victims frequently mixed up the dates of July 1st and 2nd, the numbers of checkpoints, and the geographical locations, which sometimes significantly differed from the information provided in other sections of the verdict. We have made notes highlighting some of these discrepancies, although not all of them in Annex 3. Furthermore, additional challenges arise from the inconsistent designation of the same event locations within the text of verdict. Even the references provided in the lists of the wounded are not standardized. Moreover, the lists fail to account for situations mentioned by certain victims, wherein they were injured multiple times in different locations on separate days.

When examining the sources mentioned above, it was discovered that over 20 individuals who testified in court about sustaining bodily injuries are inexplicably missing from the list of the wounded. For example, the chronology mentions that on July 2, 2022, participants of the mass unrest in the Kanlykol district caused bodily injuries to M.S., a member of the National Guard, who also appeared in court as a victim and spoke about his injury. However, his name is not included in the list of victims, but rather mentioned as a participant in the July 1, 2022 unrest in Nukus. There are numerous other similar discrepancies found within the verdicts, and resolving these puzzles exceeds the scope of our current study.

An evident observation is the lack of mention of the reasons for the injuries, including fatal, of the "rioters" in both verdicts. The official chronology only documents the use of violence against "law enforcement officers" and civilians authorities consider unrelated to riots. It is difficult to interpret in any other way than a deliberate effort by Uzbek law enforcement agencies to conceal the circumstances and extent of the use of lethal weapons against demonstrators in Karakalpakstan. The verdicts deliberately avoid addressing the question of when and by whom these weapons were used, as well as who issued the corresponding orders.

Another document we examined is the "Information about the citizens injured as a result of mass disorders in the Republic of Karakalpakstan on July 1-2, 2022" (referred to as I-0223). It presents a table written in Uzbek, presumably compiled by the health authorities of the Republic of Karakalpakstan. The file was obtained by human rights activist Galym Ageleuov in early February 2023 during a field trip to the region. The document provides details about 78 victims, including their surnames, first names, patronymics, dates of birth. Additionally, for 76 of them, information is provided on education, ethnicity, employment status, marital status, place of work, residential address, and for some, even passport numbers. The file also contains notes about medical examinations and observations conducted at various healthcare institutions in Karakalpakstan.

The document contains information for less than half of the individuals listed in the official record of civilians injured during the street unrest in Karakalpakstan on July 1-2, 2022. It is possible that the document does not include the names of detained individuals. For instance, the document does not mention convict S.K., who underwent a leg amputation in Nukus after being wounded on July 2, 2022. However, the file omits to include names of the majority of victims who were not involved in the riots. Additionally, it provides information about 10 individuals not listed

---

43 P-0123, p.41-147; P-0523, p.18-103.
44 P-0123, p.279-327.
45 P-0123, p. 2, 53, 80, 314.
as victims in the two available verdicts. Two of them are among the rioters mentioned in the verdicts.

We further analyze the data from the aforementioned sources and compare them with each other, as well as with the figures that were published in the media based on the information provided by the law enforcement agencies of Uzbekistan.

On July 4, 2022, at a briefing in Tashkent, officials stated that 18 people were killed and 243 were injured during the unrest, including 38 law enforcement officers. It was mentioned that 149 of the injured individuals received first aid and were released to return home, while 94 people with more severe injuries were being treated in hospitals. The head of the National Guard press service, Davron Zhumanazarov, stated that there were serious injuries among the guardsmen, including one with a gunshot wound. On July 18, 2022, during another briefing, a spokesperson from the Uzbek Prosecutor General's Office announced that "three more people died" while in serious condition. Among the 274 people who sought medical assistance, 16 remained hospitalized. The victims were identified as 141 law enforcement officers who sustained bodily injuries and 16 citizens who experienced harm to their health and property.

When comparing the figures provided by the Prosecutor's Office in mid-July 2022 with our estimates based on the official list of the wounded in P-0523 (excluding the 19 dead but including 4 civilians from P-0123 who were not involved in the disturbances), it is evident that the total number of casualties mentioned in the verdict is over a quarter higher than the figure reported by the Prosecutor's Office.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.</th>
<th>Data on the wounded during the events of July 1-2, 2022 in Karakalpakstan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military and law enforcement personnel</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riot participants</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilians who did not take part in the riots</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to official records, 10 women and girls sustained injuries during the unrest in Nukus. Among them, two were severely wounded, two were moderately wounded, and six had minor injuries (among the latter were two girls born in 2013 and 2017). Six of these women were found to be "participants in the mass unrest" as a result of the investigation.

Additionally, among the injured individuals in the capital of Karakalpakstan, there are five underage boys between the ages of 14 and 17, who were allegedly involved in the "mass disturbances."

The verdicts do not contain specific data regarding the ethnicity of the victims. However, based on the information from I-0223 file, we can make an estimation regarding the ethnic

---

46 18 people were killed in Nukus and 94 wounded are in hospitals. //"Gazeta.uz" online newspaper, 04.07.2022 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2022/07/04/nukus-victims/).

47 The death toll in the unrest in Nukus has increased by three. // "Gazeta.uz" online newspaper, 18.07.2022 (https://www.gazeta.uz/ru/2022/07/18/victims/).

48 Both verdicts mention 151 wounded rioters, but the available lists have data on only 150.

49 One of the materials received by the Karakalpak opposition claimed that a 10-year-old girl (name unknown) was accidentally shot by a bullet while filming the events near the Nukus city police station from the fourth floor of her house on 2 July 2022. The official lists of deceased and wounded reflect no such a case.
composition of civilians who sought medical assistance. Out of the 75 individuals for whom ethnicity is indicated in the source, 66 (88%) were identified as ethnic Karakalpaks, 4 – Kazakhs, 4 – Uzbeks, and 1 – Kyrgyz.
Table 2.

Dates when injuries were sustained during the events of July 1-2, 2022 in Karakalpakstan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>01.07.2022</th>
<th>02.07.2022</th>
<th>03.07.2022</th>
<th>No data</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Military and law enforcement personnel</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riot participants</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilians who did not take part in the riots</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How accurately do these numbers reflect the true situation?

It is common in such circumstances, after the suppression of street unrest, that injuries sustained by law enforcement officers are carefully documented, while protesters often refrain from seeking official medical treatment to avoid persecution. This can help explain why the number of injured law enforcement officers in the Prosecutor's Office documents increased from 38 (at the beginning of July) to 180. Simultaneously, the recorded appeals from civilians decreased from 205 to 164. It is possible that some individuals who sought medical assistance chose to leave Uzbekistan out of fear of arrest and torture. As a result, there are no forensic examinations available to support the inclusion of victims' names in the criminal case file. It is also known that some victims did not seek medical assistance at all. Unfortunately, the parliamentary commission established by the authorities of Uzbekistan has disregarded questions regarding the reasons for such decrease in the number of civilian victims in official documents.

Noteeworthy is the absence of certain names in the lists, such as Polat Shamshetov, a high-ranking official of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Karakalpakstan, who later died in prison. According to the court proceedings, he was present at the scene of the events near Jokargy Kenes on July 1, 2022, while on vacation. After Polat Shamshetov returned to work in July 2022, he underwent an examination that confirmed an injury resulting from the use of non-lethals. Shortly after, he was accused of involvement in the mass riots. Shamshetov's name does not appear in the official lists of victims.

Above, we mentioned the missing names in the official list of the wounded, including both enforcement officers and protesters.

Thus, there is a reason to believe that the list of victims reproduced in the verdicts is incomplete and inaccurate, failing to reflect the actual number of victims. Based on our assessment, there could be a significant gap of dozens, and possibly hundreds, of names.

A significant disparity is evident in the number of seriously wounded individuals between the "security forces" and civilians, with the difference being nearly eightfold. When considering the number of fatalities, this gap increases to elevenfold. Such a gap is not observed in the figures for moderate injuries. The number of seriously wounded and deceased civilians is 4.5 times higher than the number of individuals with moderate injuries. These disparities strongly suggest the widespread use of lethal weapons against the demonstrators.

Let's take a closer look at the official casualty figures for July 1-2, 2022, in various areas of Nukus and beyond.

On July 1, a significant portion of the 42 injured "law enforcement officers" in the capital of Karakalpakstan sustained their injuries near the building of Jokargy Kenes (Parliament) of the Republic of Karakalpakstan. 17 individuals were injured near the Central Deyhan market (CDM), while 3 others were injured in different locations. Among the injured near the Jokargy Kenes
building, 4 had moderate bodily injuries, and the remaining had minor injuries. No serious injuries were reported.

According to the official version, the number of demonstrators injured was reported to be half of the previous day's figure, but their injuries were more severe: a total of 23 people, 12 of them - near the CDB, 3 - near Jokargy Kenes, the rest - in 7 other locations in Nukus. Five people were severely injured (2 at the CDB, 1 at Jokargy Kenes, 1 at Karakalpakstan street and 1 in front of the bridge at the entrance to Nukus on Uzbekistan Avenue), 3 were moderately injured (2 at Jokargy Kenes, 1 at the Mega Nukus Trade Center).

Three civilians, who were not categorized as participants in the riots according to the official version, were also injured. One of them sustained minor injuries near the Central Deyhan market (CDM), another near the building of Jokargy Kenes, and a woman sustained moderate injuries near a store on G. Sherozit Street.

Thus, the highest number of victims with severe and moderate injuries occurred in the vicinity of the Parliament of the Republic of Karakalpakstan, where the actions of the law enforcement on the evening of July 1, 2022, resulted in the first casualties.

When comparing the data on casualties on July 1, 2022, it is apparent that the figures for injured demonstrators near the Jokargy Kenes (the epicenter of the clashes on the first day of the riots) are unrealistically low. It is likely that a significant number of civilian casualties were simply not accounted for in the official statistics.

The law enforcement officers themselves were also victims of the use of non-lethals in this area. According to the materials of the forensic examination presented in the verdict, National Guard officers I. Madrimov and Z. Khamroev suffered from damaged eardrums caused by nearby exploded grenades.

Numerous accounts of severe and moderate injuries were also reported in other locations in the city. This indicates the disproportionate use of various weapons by security forces against civilians on the evening of July 1.

Approximately 40% of the victims on the first day were heads of structural subdivisions of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Karakalpakstan, including high-ranking officials such as Amanbay Orynbayev, the current head of the republic, and commanders of National Guard units. This raises suspicions that some of them may have rushed to be listed as "victims" after the events in order to demonstrate political loyalty to Tashkent.

On July 2, the scope of violence expanded significantly.

According to official figures, 113 law enforcement officers were wounded in the capital of Karakalpakstan, Nukus, and 25 were wounded in five administrative districts outside of Nukus.

In Nukus, more than half of the law enforcement officers (63 people) were injured near the 8th block-post on Kaniyazova Street, where demonstrators disarmed a large group of National Guard and Ministry of Defense soldiers on July 2. Another 15 security officers were injured near the 9th checkpoint on Zhakaltay Street, 10 near the special detention facility in the Kaskol-4 area, 5 near the Nukus Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies (former policy department), 5 near the UMS building on Uzbekistan Avenue, 3 near the Kattagar bridge on Khojaly highway, 3 near the international airport, and the rest in seven other locations. Of these, 5 people were severely injured (2 near the 8th checkpoint, 2 near the 9th checkpoint, and one near the Meredian restaurant), and 8 people were moderately injured (2 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies, 2 near the 9th checkpoint, and one each near special detention facility, the international airport, the 27th microdistrict, and the 8th checkpoint).

Outside Nukus, 10 law enforcement officers were injured near the 1st checkpoint on the 1st kilometer of the Nukus-Shymbai highway (where protesters seized an APC-80 of the Defense Ministry), 9 near the 10th checkpoint in the Nukus district, 3 in the Kanlykol district, 2 in the Shomanai district, and 1 in the Takhtakopir district. At the 1st checkpoint, one serviceman was seriously wounded, 4 were moderately wounded and the rest slightly injured.

On the same day, 124 rioters were injured in Nukus and three were injured in Kanlykol district.
In the capital of Karakalpakstan, the majority of injuries (23 people) occurred in the area near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies (former police department). Eighteen people were injured near the Shorsha Baba cemetery near the international airport, 17 near the Central Deyhan market, 9 in front of the entrance bridge on Uzbekistan Avenue, six near the National Guard Department, four each near the house of protest leader Dauletmurat Tazhimuratov, Tashkent Hotel, Central Maternity Hospital and Mega-Nukus Trade Centre, three each near the building of Jokargy Kenes and on P. Seitov street. The rest - in 25 other locations in the city.

Civilians with severe injuries (41 people, excluding the deceased) were admitted to medical institutions from 18 locations in Nukus, including 8 from the area of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies, 7 from the Shorsha Baba cemetery area, and 3 each from the areas in front of the entrance bridge on Uzbekistan Avenue and the National Guard Department building. Civilians with moderate injuries (10 people) were admitted from 7 locations, including 2 from the areas of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies, the Shorsha Baba cemetery, and the entrance bridge on Uzbekistan Avenue.

Outside of Nukus, according to official data, only three residents of the Kanlykol district were wounded, with one being severely injured, one moderately injured, and one lightly injured. During the trial of the "Case of 22," testimonies indicated that the security forces unit that arrived in the area opened fire on the demonstrators without warning.

As we can see, the largest number of injured law enforcement officers were at the 1st, 8th, 9th, and 10th checkpoints, which were disarmed by the demonstrators between 4 and 6 p.m. on July 2. There was minimal resistance from the law enforcement officers, as evidenced by the small number of injured demonstrators in these locations. Additionally, a relatively high number of law enforcement officers were wounded near the buildings of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies and the special detention facility of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, where the protesters attempted to release the detainees.

In terms of the number of injured participants in the unrest, including severe injuries, the areas of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies and the Shorsha Baba cemetery stand out significantly (also for the number of fatalities). According to eyewitness accounts a deadly shooting by security forces took place near the Shorsha Baba cemetery around 10 p.m. on July 2, as demonstrators attempted to break into the capital. This particular episode was the bloodiest among all the events that occurred in Karakalpakstan on July 1 and 2, 2022.

On July 2, 7 civilians, who were not considered participants in the unrest according to the official version, were wounded. 2 of them were injured near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies, 2 were hit by a car near the Shorsha Baba cemetery, and 2 minor girls (sisters) who were playing in the street were also injured. Among these injuries, one was of moderate severity (near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies), while the rest were minor.

Outside of Nukus, 4 drivers from other regions of Uzbekistan sustained minor injuries when they were in transit and were attacked. One incident occurred on July 2 in the Kegeli District, and three incidents took place at 1 a.m. on July 3 in the Shomanai District.

Units of the National Guard, Interior Ministry, and Ministry of Defense, as well as officers of territorial law enforcement structures in Karakalpakstan, Tashkent, and other regions of Uzbekistan, were deployed to suppress the unrest.

By analyzing the list of victims, it is possible to compile a comprehensive list of the units and subunits that were involved in quelling the protests in Karakalpakstan and assess the losses incurred by these respective entities.²⁰

²⁰ Dislocation of the units has been clarified based on Internet search materials.
Table 3.
Data on injured members of the security forces involved in suppressing street unrest during the July 1-2, 2022 events in Karakalpakstan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Military unit or territorial structure of the Ministry of Internal Affairs</th>
<th>Ministry</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number of injured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m/u 21131 Ministry of Defense</td>
<td>Nukus (Karakalpakstan)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 53008 Ministry of Defense</td>
<td>Urgench (Khorezm region)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 66454 National Guard</td>
<td>Tashkent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 81140 National Guard</td>
<td>Tashkent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 81416 National Guard</td>
<td>Nukus (Karakalpakstan)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 82139 National Guard</td>
<td>Samarkand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 82885 National Guard</td>
<td>Urgench district (Khorezm region)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 85689 National Guard</td>
<td>Dzhizak</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 87184 National Guard</td>
<td>Termez (Surkhandarya region)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 87993 National Guard</td>
<td>Karshi (Kashkadarya region)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 89071 National Guard</td>
<td>Tashkent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 98157 National Guard</td>
<td>Chirchik (Tashkent region)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 98162 National Guard</td>
<td>Tashkent</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Guard PK</td>
<td>National Guard Nukus</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other units of National Guard</td>
<td>National Guard Tashkent, Karshy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIA RUz</td>
<td>MIA RUz Tashkent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIA RK</td>
<td>MIA RK Nukus</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/u 7261 MIA RUz</td>
<td>Nukus (Karakalpakstan)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkent Region Department of Internal Affairs</td>
<td>MIA RUz Tashkent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bukhara Region Police Department</td>
<td>MIA RUz Bukhara</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navoi Region Police Department</td>
<td>MIA RUz Navoi</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khorezm Region Police Department</td>
<td>MIA RUz Urgench (Khorezm Region)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table clearly indicates the prominent involvement of National Guard units from outside Karakalpakstan in quelling the unrest. The ethnic composition of these units differed considerably from the ethnic makeup of the areas where the defense of Karakalpakstan's sovereignty took place. This imbalance in the actions of the security forces exacerbated interethnic tensions and led the Karakalpak population to perceive Tashkent's actions through the lens of colonialism.
Annex 1.

Official list of deceased during the events of July 1-2, 2022 in Karakalpakstan

Compiled based on information from the verdict of the Court of the Republic of Karakalpakstan of 10.05.2023 in the case of A. Sagidullayev and N. Urazbayev, supplemented with other materials.

1. Absattarov Abdisamad Abdinasyrovich, 18.06.1987, died from a wound received on July 02, 2022 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies of Nukus, forensic examination report No.103/9 dated July 29, 2022;

2. Aymbetov Genzhebek Arzymbetovich, 14.10.1982, died from a wound received on July 02, 2022 in the area between Nukus International Airport and Shorsha Baba cemetery, forensic medical examination report No.21/15 dated August 02, 2022;

3. Bakirov Sabit Mazhitovich, 27.02.1978, died from a wound received on July 02, 2022 on the bridge across Amudarya connecting Nukus city and Khodjeyli district, forensic examination report No.23/1 dated July 20, 2022 (Nukus);

4. Dauletnazarov Islambek Bakhadyrovich, 08.08. 1993, died from a wound sustained on July 02, 2022 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies of Nukus; forensic examination report No.105/11 dated August 02, 2022;

5. Dzhaksimuratov Bakhadyr Sarsenbayevich, 05.05. 1978, member of the opposition party Alga Karakalpakstan, died from a wound sustained on July 01, 2022 near the building of Jokargy Kenes of the Republic of Karakalpakstan on I. Karimov avenue, forensic examination report No.96/2 dated August 02, 2022;

6. Yemzharov Jumabek Kurbanbayevich, 02.02.1981, died from a wound sustained on July 02, 2022 between Nukus International Airport and Shorsha Baba cemetery, forensic examination report No.106/12 dated August 03, 2022;

7. Yesenov Azamat Uspanovich, 1981, died from a wound sustained on July 02, 2022 in the area between Nukus International Airport and Shorsha Baba cemetery, forensic examination report No.107/13 on July 20, 2022;

8. Ziuatdinov Khamdulla Khabibullaevich, 18.04.1986, died from a wound sustained July 02, 2022, near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs Bodies of Nukus, forensic examination report No.98/4 dated August 02, 2022;


---

51 First published on February 25, 2023. For references, see Notice 2.
52 In the testimony of an acquaintance mentioned as Abdysattarov.
53 Date of birth based on the information of the human rights defender Galym Ageleuov.
54 According to unofficial data, he died in hospital on 03.07.2022.
55 Mentioned in the list of the Open Dialog Foundation (hereinafter - ODF) without a last name.
56 Date of birth based on ODF data.
57 Mentioned in the list of "Alga Karakalpakstan" (hereinafter - AK) and ODF.
58 Date of birth based on Open Dialog Foundation data.
59 Mentioned in the lists of ODF and AK.
60 Date of birth based on the information of the human rights defender Galym Ageleuov.
61 Mentioned in the lists of ODF and AK.
62 The date of birth is based on lists of ODF and AK
63 Mentioned in the lists of AK and ODF, in the latter as Eszharov.
64 Date of birth based on Open Dialog Foundation data.
65 Mentioned in the list of AK.
66 The date of birth is based on the photo of the tombstone.
67 Mentioned in the lists of AK and ODF, copy of certificate of death is also available.
68 The date of birth is based on the passport copy.
10. Najimadtnov Orazbai Jienbayevich,69 1972, died from an injury sustained on July 02, 2022 on the bridge over Amudarya, connecting Nukus and Khojeli district, forensic examination report No.24/2 dated July 20, 2022 (Khojeli);


12. Pirnazarov Muratbai Makhsetbay uly,73 03.03.1994,74 died from a wound, sustained on July 02, 2022 in the area between Nukus International Airport and Shorsha Baba cemetery; forensic examination report No.104/10 dated August 02, 2022;

13. Systhanov Azamat Pirjanovich,75 14.06. 1986,76 died from a wound received on July 02, 2022 in the area between Nukus International Airport and Shorsha Baba cemetery, forensic examination report No.97/3 dated July 15, 2022;

14. Tleumuratov Bakhtiyar Begimbayevich, 1970, died from a wound received on July 02, 2022 near the building of Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus, forensic examination report No.100/6 dated August 03, 2022;

15. Turdimuratov Akhmad Kidirmuratovich,77 22.12.1989,78 died from a wound sustained on July 02, 2022 in the area between the Nukus International Airport and the Shorsha Baba cemetery, forensic examination report No.114/18 dated August 05, 2022;

16. Turdimuratov Akhmad Kidirmuratovich,79 07.07.1997,80 died from a wound received on July 02, 202281 near the building of the Jokargy Kenes of the Republic of Karakalpakstan on I. Karimov avenue, forensic examination report No.210 dated July 10, 2022;

17. Khozhanov Mukhammed Karimbay uly,82 23.11.1991,83 died from a wound received on July 02, 2022 in the Koskol 1 district of Nukus,84 forensic examination report No.108/14 dated July 19, 2022;

18. Sharipov Kurbangaliy Tokpolatovich, 1979, suffered a fatal injury on July 02, 2022 in Nukus near the building of the special detention center (for administrative detainees), forensic examination report No.101/7 dated August 01, 2022;

19. Yusupov Ilham Makhmudovich,85 26.08.1988,86 computer science teacher, died from a wound received at 8.30 p.m. on July 02, 202287 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus, forensic examination report No.102/8 dated August 02, 2022.

---

69 Mentioned in the list of AK and ODF, according to one of the unofficial versions died shortly before midnight on 01.07.2022.
70 Mentioned in the list of AK.
71 The date of birth is based on the photo of the tombstone.
72 The tombstone photo shows the date of death as 1.07.2022.
73 Mentioned in the lists of AK and ODF, in the latter as Muratbek.
74 Date of birth based on Open Dialog Foundation data.
75 Mentioned in the list of ODF.
76 Date of birth based on the information of the human rights defender Galym Ageleuov.
77 Mentioned in the lists of AK and ODF, in the latter as Toremuratov.
78 Date of birth based on Open Dialog Foundation data.
79 Mentioned in the lists of AK and ODF, in the latter as Turdimuratov Akhmat Kadyrbay uly.
80 Date of birth based on Open Dialog Foundation data.
81 According to unofficial information, an officer of the State Security Service (on vacation at the time of the events). He died in a hospital in Tashkent: according to one version, on 4.07.2022; according to another, on 11.07.2022.
82 Mentioned in the lists of AK and ODF.
83 The date of birth is based on the certificate of death and photo of the tombstone.
84 According to unofficial data, he died at 10.30 p.m. on 2.07.2022 from a bullet wound he received near his house (27 Shodlik street) near the military unit in Koskol.
85 Death certificate, wife's statement, etc. available
86 The date of birth is based on the photo of the tombstone.
87 The tombstone photo shows the date of death as July 3, 2022, the death certificate says July 02, 2022.
Annex 2.

Additional unofficial list of deceased during the events of July 1-2, 2022 in Karakalpakstan

Compiled based on materials from the Open Dialog Foundation, reports from Alga Karakalpakstan and other sources. Some cases require additional verification.

Fatalities in the street riots
1. Abdizhalov Kairatdin, Shumanay District;
2. Azizov (Arizov?) Mukhameddin Yerezhepaevich, 1992, Nukus;
3. Akmaliev Abusattar, 1989(?), Nukus;
4. Alimbetov Rakhmet Keulimzhaevich, Nukus;
5. Amirbayev Dmitry Khozhaakhmetovich, Khodzheili district, died from a bullet wound;
6. Atadjanov Perdebay, 28.06.1991, Amudarya district;
7. Babaniyazov Mirbek Muratbayevich, 04.08.1985, Nukus(?);
8. Baltabaev Toktamurat, 1980, Nukus, died on the job from tear gas;
9. Daribaev Alisher Sabit uly, 31.10.2002, Nukus, a student at KSU, died of a bullet wound near the Svetlana market in Nukus on 2.07.2022 at about 5 p.m., and was buried on 3 July in the Salmen-ata cemetery (supporting documents available);
10. Erimbetov Kaliy, 1964, Takhtakopyr district;
11. Esemuratov Sultan, 25.01.1992, boxing coach, Nukus, died from a bullet wound;
12. Zhumabaev Azamat, 1996, died from a bullet wound on 2.07.2022 near the Nukus City Police Department;
13. Il’yasov A伊斯kenderov Zholybai, 1987, a resident of the RGC Nauryz, Kanlykol district, died from a bullet wound on 2.07.2022 at the turn near the textile factory in Kanlykol district;
14. Kaipov Yermanbai Daryabayevich, 21.05.1990, Shymbai district;
15. Kalimbetov Bakhram (Bayram?) Zholymbetovich, 1976, Nukus;
16. Karamatdinov Orazbay, 1973, Shomanay district, killed by a bullet wound to the head;
17. Kurbanov Abbas, 1997, Shomanay district;
18. Kutlymuratov Muratbay Dauletbaevich, 1974, Nukus;
20. Makhambetov Umbet, 1997(?), Nukus;
22. Orazbayev Ilkham, 1995, Nukus;
23. Romanov Ilkham Mahmoudovich 1988, Bozatau district;
24. Sayynbetov Murat Kdyrybaevich, 1981, Khojeyli district, there were issues with obtaining a body from the morgue;
25. Seytmashev (Seytzhanov? Seytmanov?) Zhumabek, 2005, Khojeyli district;
27. Tokpolatov Kurmangali, Shymbai district;
28. Tulepov Marat, 1964 (1967?), Takhtakopyr district (possibly alive);
29. Shoydiyev Bakhtiyar, 1984, a resident of the RGC Nauryz, Kanlykol district, died from a bullet wound on 2.07.2022 at the turn near the textile factory in Kanlykol district;
30. (Kudiyarov?) Islam Anvarovich, 1991, Khojeyli district;
31. (last name unknown) Abbas, 1985, Khalkabad, died of a bullet wound to the head on 2.07.2022 on the road from Kegheili to Nukus, on 04.07.2022 the body was brought to Khalkabad.

Died of torture
33*. Ibragimov Ruslan, 1977, Nukus, (Mangit Street - formerly Shaydakova Street), detained on 04.07.2022 for aiding the protest leader Dauletmurat Tazhimuratov, died of torture in the police station two days later, the body was given to relatives on 6.07.2022;
34. Orazbaev Madiyar Sarsenbaevich, 28.11.1975, Nukus, (Mangit street - formerly Shaydakova street), detained on 4.07.2022 for aiding the protest leader Dauletmurat
Tazhimuratov, was severely beaten during interrogation in the city police department, hospitalized, urgently operated on, but was not saved, 6.07.2022 the body was given to relatives;
Annex 3.

Official list of wounded during the July 1-2, 2022 events in Karakalpakstan

Compiled based on the information from verdict of the Court of the Republic of Karakalpakstan from 10.05.2023 on the case of A. Sagidullayev and N. Urazbayev, supplemented with other materials. The names of victims in each of the groups are ordered according to the severity of the injury, and within the subgroups - alphabetically. As far as possible, we have unified the standard formulations.

Abbreviations

m/u - military unit
MDIA - Main Directorate of Internal Affairs
MIA - Ministry of Internal Affairs
MGC - Mahalla gathering of citizens (city self-government structure)
DIA - Department of Internal Affairs
RK - Republic of Karakalpakstan
RUz - Republic of Uzbekistan
RGC - Rural gathering of citizens (self-government structure)
DIA - Directorate of Internal Affairs
DCCIA - Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs (former Municipal Department of Internal Affairs)

Note: In the original text, there were abbreviations representing bureaucratic names of various law enforcement structures in Uzbek and Karakalpak languages. Most of these abbreviations have been provided in their decrypted form (see details at the end of the Annex). In cases where decryption was not possible, the abbreviations have been retained in their original form within the text.

1. **Law enforcement officers, members of the Armed Forces and National Guard of Uzbekistan who participated in the maintenance of public order in Karakalpakstan:**

**Serious bodily injuries (6 people)**
Avezov Bayrambek Yusupovich, 01.05.1987, section commander of the National Guard unit 98162, was wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Dadaev Ibrokhim Tuychi uly, 24.01.2003, conscript of the National Guard unit 98162, was wounded on 02.07.2022 in Nukus at the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltay street (Naupir);
Zhumamuratov Azim Rakhimovich, 28.12.1988, a member of the 3rd group of the 3rd detachment of the Nukus department of protection of the RK National Guard, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Meridian restaurant on Zhyideli-Baisyn street;
Ziyodullaev Dilshod Turgun uly, 06.03.2001, soldier of 21131 military unit of the Ministry of Defense, wounded by a bullet on 2.07.2022 near the 1st post at the 1st kilometer of the road Nukus-Shymbai-Tahtakopyr;
Soliyev Rasulbek Otabek uly, 26.05.2003, conscript of the National Guard unit 98162, was wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Khayitov Makhsud Kholmurod uly, 11.03.1996, lieutenant, commander of the 2nd patrol group of the 2nd patrol detachment of the 4th Public Order Battalion of the National Guard, wounded on 02.07.2022 in Nukus at the 9th checkpoint in Zhagaltai street (Naupir).
**Moderate bodily injuries (18 people)**

Allakulov Otabek Mirzaevich, 04.08.1982, deputy commander of the 1st territorial group of Tashkent viloyat police department, wounded on 2.07.2022 near Nukus International airport on A. Dosnazarov street; 88

Aliyarov Damir Atabayevich, 15.03.1979, a prevention inspector of the Amudarya district DIA of the RK, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

Ataniyazov Zhaksylyk Bisenbayevich, 01.01.1984, a prevention inspector of the Department of Prevention of Offences of the Amudarya district DIA of the RK, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the MIA special detention facility (MGC Koskol);

Baridinov Zakaryo Zariddin uly, 06.04.1996, senior radio operator of the 1st combat team of the 3rd motorized rifle platoon of 53008 of the Ministry of Defense, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the 1st checkpoint at the 1st kilometer of the road Nukus-Shymbai-Tahtakopyr;

Bakhtiyorov Bekhruz Bakhtiyor uly, 09.08.1997, driver of the Administrative Division of the Department of Transport Security of the Navoi Vilayat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus while on duty at Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);

Boboev Kuvondik Ozodovich, 11.05.1989, inspector on preventive measures of the Urgench city DIA (Khorezm viloyat), wounded on 2.07.2022 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

Kalmurotov Azhiniyaz Zhanabayevich, 03.08.1987, intelligence officer of the National Guard unit 81416, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of Jokargy Kenes on Karimov avenue;

Kuvandikov Akmal Abdukarimovich, 12.01.1983, first deputy head of the National Guard Department of the Kashkadarya Vilayat, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E.Alakoza street;

Kurbanboev Bekhzod Shukhrat uly, 30.01.1999, machine gunner of the 2nd Task Force of the 3rd Special Forces Task Force of 82139 National Guard military unit, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market in E.Alakoza street;

Kuryazov Sherzod Komilovich, 17.04.1991, the head of the DIA secretariat of the Gurlen district of Khorezm viloyat, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near Jokargy Kenes building on Karimov avenue;

Matkarimov Zhaikhunbek Yuldashboyevich, 28.09.1991, DIA prevention inspector of Yangibazar district of Khorezm Vilayat, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I.Karimov avenue;

Makhbubov Rustam Mamarasulovich, 08.09.1987, deputy commander of National Guard unit 85689, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the 8th checkpoint on S.Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys); 89

Namozov Abbosjon Avazboevich, 25.04.1990, senior officer-psychologist of the educational work department of the National Guard military unit 85689, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus while on duty in Zhagaltay street (MGC Naupir);

Tilavboev Bekhzod Shukhrat uly, 09.10.1986, car commander - senior instructor in the Ministry of Defense military unit 21131, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the 1st checkpoint at the 1st kilometer of the road Nukus-Shymbai-Tahtakopyr;

Turdybaev Mansur Muratbaevich, 25.12.1980, commander of checkpoint security group of 3rd security platoon in 7261 of MIA RUz, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus in 27th microdistrict near house 1-a;

Umarov Khurshidbek Makhmudovich, 18.10.1985, commander of the National Guard unit 81416, wounded in Nukus on 1.07.2022 near the building of Jokargy Kenes on I. Karimov avenue;


---

88 In court, Allakulov testified about being wounded near the building of Jokargy Kenes, and then - at the Olympic College of Nukus.
89 In court, Makhbubov testified about being attacked at the Takhiatiash crossing checkpoint.
Yusupov Tokhirjon Tulkinjon uly, 02.09.1996, conscript in the Ministry of Defense 53008 military unit, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the 1st checkpoint at the 1st kilometer of the road Nukus-Shymbai-Tahtakopyr;

**Minor bodily injuries (156 people)**

Abbazov Nauriz Sanauarovich, 08.03.1990, an operative of the of the Personal Security Department of the MIA RK (abbreviation in Uzbek ‘ЎМИБ’), wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus, Beruniy street (building 7-a, 21st microdistrict);

Abdizhamilov Artur Alauaddinovich(Alauddinovich), 12.11.1988, an officer of the Nukus city Security Department of the National Guard of the RK, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Abduvakhobov Abdullajon Rasulzhonovich, 23.02.1996, section commander of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Abdulqodirov Asliddin Abdurazzoq uly, 03.04.2003, conscript in the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Abdurasulov Ablor Abdumalik uly, 01.03.1991, conscript in the National Guard unit 98162, wounded in Nukus on 2.07.2022 while on duty at S.Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys); 90

Abdurasulov Umid Akbar uly, 11.04.2002, conscript of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Abduraufov Bobir Abdunabi uly, 23.06.1992, rifleman of the 3rd special task force of the 2nd special task force within the 82885 National Guard, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the MIA RK special detention facility (MGC Koskol);

Abdurakhamov Jasur Abdurasulovich, 28.10.1986, commander of the 2nd special operational response group of the National Guard, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Abdurakhamnov Davronbek Farkhod uly, 10.11.1996, section commander of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov Street (MGC Akzhagys);

Abdurakhamnov Khumoyun Sodikjon uly, 13.07.2001, conscript of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Abdurashidov Asilbek Odiljon uly, 07.05.1993, section commander of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Abdurashidov Narimonjon Tokhirjon uly, 02.03.1995, section commander of the Ministry of Defense military unit 21131, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the checkpoint of the North-Western Military District on Beruniy street;

Abipov Abbaz Kayipnazarovich, 17.08.1990, inspector of the 1st detachment of the Road Patrol Service of the Department of Public Order Protection of the MIA RK, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Paiktakht mall on Karakalpakstan street;

Adilov Zulfiddin Zoyirovich, 05.09.1988, deputy commander of special rapid reaction squad (abbreviation in Uzbek ‘ТБСО’) of Bukhara viloyat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the administration building of Shomanay district;

Aytmuratov Rashid Orynbaevich, 15.10.1979, prevention inspector of Kanlykol district DIA of the RK, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the building of Kanlykol district DIA on Garezzizlik street;

---

90 The location of the incident is clarified according to the official chronology. The list of victims mentions a wound sustained in the Nukus district near the 10th checkpoint on Ziyur street (RGC Samanbai).
Akkozhaev Kuralbay Orazbayevich, 1982, senior inspector of the Department of Public Order Protection of the MIA RK, wounded in Nukus on July 2, 2022 near the building of a MIA RK special detention facility (MGC Koskol);
Alekeev Musa Amaniayazovich, 05.02.1988, inspector of the MIA RK, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I. Karimov avenue;
Allabergenov Azamat Rakhimovich, 23.02.1984, an officer of the Nukus City Security Department of the National Guard of the RK, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Allamuratov Salamat Khalmuratovich, 07.02.1977, medical department of the MIA RK, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I. Karimov avenue;
Amirov Farrukh Bozorovich, 04.11.1987, major, head of the department of military and special training - deputy commander of the National Guard unit 87993, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Asatullayev Inoyat Rakhmatullayevich, 02.05.1971, head of the Financial and Logistics Department of Internal Affairs of Bukhara viloyat, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of the UMS Nukus branch (mobile operator) on Uzbekistan avenue;
Babaniyazov Nikolay Makhsetbaevich, 15.12.1982, head of the MIA RK Counter-terrorism Department, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I. Karimov avenue;
Berdanov Pulat Seitnazarovich, 13.09.1981, chief inspector of MIA RK, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I. Karimov avenue;
Beshimov Nozim Azimbek uly, 28.09.2003, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Bolgatov Bekmirza Sarsenbaevich, 19.09.1977, a senior operative of the Criminal Investigation Department of the MIA RK, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the administration building of Shomanay district;
Bolatov Bekmirza Sarsenbaevich, 12.02.1982, deputy head of the Department - head of public security service of Bukhara viloyat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of UMS Nukus branch (mobile operator) on Uzbekistan avenue;
Botirov Nodir Normminovich, 07.08.1986, commander of the National Guard unit 87993, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I. Karimov Avenue;92
Bulatov Bekmirza Sarsenbaevich, 19.09.1977, a senior operative of the Criminal Investigation Department of the MIA RK, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the administration building of Shomanay district;
Dadakhanov Ulugbek Ulamjonovich, 20.08.1988, section commander of the 3rd patrol group of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Egamberdiev Nurbek Ulugbek uly, 03.04.2002, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);
Ergashev Mukhtor Valizhon uly, 25.06.1991, detachment commander of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Ergashev Sadriddin Zhuraboy uly, 08.07.1993, officer of the 2nd rapid response group of the National Guard military unit 87184, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

91 Date of birth not available.
92 The official chronology mentions Botirov among wounded on 1.07 at the Central Deyhan Bazaar, and the account of his testimony in court notes that he was present at both locations.
Ergashev Sirojiddin Toirjon uly, 16.05.1996, section commander of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus district near the Atameken cafe on Ziyur street (RGC Samanbai);

Eschanov Muzaffar Farkhadovich, 25.06.1987, chief inspector of Tortkul district DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the MIA special detention facility in the Koskol-4 area (MGC Koskol);

Fazylov Izbasar Maratovich, 31.03.1990, Amudarya district DIA offenses prevention unit inspector, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the MIARK special detention facility (MGC Koskol);

Fazulloev Shermat Lutfillo uly, 13.02.1995, dog handler of the 1st group of the 2nd rapid response detachment of the National Guard military unit 81416, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza Street;

Gaipov Zhonibek Zhaksilikovich, 26.06.1986, an officer of the National Guard Nukus City Security Department, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov Street (MGC Akzhagys);

Gofurov Zhavokhir Normamat uly, 29.06.1991, conscript of the Ministry of Defense 21131 unit, wounded on 2.07.2022 at the 1st kilometer of the road Nukus-Shymbai-Tahtakopyr highway;

Ibrokhimov Abdulaziz Tokhirjon uly, 04/09/1997, section commander of the 2nd patrol unit of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Ibrokhimov Istiklol Shavkatzoda, 30.07.1995, commander of the 1st patrol section of the 2nd patrol unit of the 4th public order protection battalion of the National Guard, unit 98162, wounded in Nukus on 2 July 2022 near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Inyatov Karamatdin Takhirovich, 16.05.1990, an officer of the Takhiatash District Security Department of the National Guard, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E.Alakoza street;

Joldasov Rinat Sarsenbaevich, 05.03.1985, principal of Shabandozlar school of the RK National Guard Department, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge of the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and the 60th anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;

Joldasov Rinat Sarsenbaevich, 05.03.1985, principal of Shabandozlar school of the RK National Guard Department, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge of the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and the 60th anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;

Joldasov Rinat Sarsenbaevich, 05.03.1985, principal of Shabandozlar school of the RK National Guard Department, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge of the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and the 60th anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;

Kazbekov Salavat Alibekovich, 09.03.1970, head of the MIA Public Order Department, wounded in Nukus on 1.07.2022 near the Central Deyhan market on E.Alakoza street.

---

93 In P-0123 the patronymic is listed as Orifzhonovich.
94 In court, Dzholdasov testified that on 2.07.2023 he received his second wound in the Kanlykol district.
95 In P-0123 the name is listed as Salauat, on the MIA RK website - as Salavat.
96 In court, Kazbekov testified that he was wounded in the morning of 2.07.2022 near the Central Deyhan Market.
Kamilov Jasur Rizakulovich, 15.11.1984, accountant-cashier of production and technical and material and technical base (abbreviation in Russian ‘ПТБ МТБ’) of Navoi viloyat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 near Nukus International Airport on A. Dosnazarov street;

Karimbayev Timur Polatbayevich (Polatboyevich), 17.01.1987, an inspector of the Prevention of Offences Department of the 2nd Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Sports Complex on I.Karimov avenue;

Karimov Elbek Adilbekovich, 06.12.1997, section commander of the 4th patrol group of the 1st patrol unit of the 4th public order battalion of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Khakimov Islom Isoq uly, 15.08.1991, section commander of the 2nd patrol group of the 2nd patrol detachment of the 4th Public Order Battalion of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGÇ Akzhagys);

Khalikulov Shokhrukh Shukratalievich, 03.08.2003, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Karimov Elbek Adilbekovich, 06.12.1997, section commander of the 4th patrol group of the 1st patrol unit of the 4th public order battalion of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Khalilov Bobomurod Abdiaziz uly, 26.05.1993, section commander of the 1st patrol group of the 3rd patrol detachment of the 4th Public Order Battalion of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Khamidov Sarvar Otabek uly, 27.03.2002, contract serviceman of MoD military unit 53008 (Khorezm viloyat), wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys MSG);

Khamrayev Zukhriddin Zokirovich, 24.07.1993, commander of a detachment of the National Guard military unit 81416, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes on I.Karimov avenue;

Khamroev Shokhrukh Khamro uly, 02.08.1997, Amudarya district DIA offenses prevention unit inspector, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the MIA RK special detention facility in Koskol-4 district (MGC Koskol);

Khasanov Akram Akmal uly, 08.02.1994, senior inspector of the Navoi viloyat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on S.Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Khashimov Abdurakhim Abdumalik uly, 30.09.1997, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus district near the 10th checkpoint on Ziyur street (RGC Samanbai);

Khozhaniyazov Rafat Bakhitiyarovich, 01.07.1991, 4th DIA prevention unit inspector of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the 9th checkpoint of Zhalgatai street (MGC Naupir);

Kholikberdiev Bekzod Iskandar uly, 02.07.1978, head(?) of the RK National Guard Administration, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys),97

Khomidov Khudoyberdi Vokhid uly, 27.11.1997, intelligence officer/voice radio operator of the intelligence team of the military support unit of the National Guard unit 89071, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on the Khojeli highway near the bridge over the Kattagar channel;

Khotamov Ulugbek Shovkievich, 28.10.1988, road patrol officer of the Public Security Service of the Navoi viloyat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the UMS Nukus branch building (mobile operator) on Uzbekistan avenue,98

Khudaiberganov Zhamshid Gulomboy uly, 31.01.2000, MIA RUz bomb technician, wounded on 2.07.2022 near Nukus International Airport on A. Dosnazarov street;

Khotamov's testimony in court refers to an injury sustained during a mob attack on a bridge at the entrance to Nukus.

97 The location of incident was specified according to the official chronology of events. The list of casualties mentions an incident on 1.07.2022 near the Central Deyhan market. The position is probably also listed incorrectly.

98 Khotamov's testimony in court refers to an injury sustained during a mob attack on a bridge at the entrance to Nukus.
Khushmanov Zufar Ismatovich, 18.01.2001, senior officer of the 2nd rapid response group of the special operations detachment of the National Guard military unit 81140, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on the Khojeli highway near the bridge over the Kattagar channel;

Kulymbetov (Kulimbetov) Parakhat Kuralshevich, 19.07.1986, the chief of Emergency medical service (abbreviation in Russian 'СЭМБ') MIA RK medical unit, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on Karimov avenue;

Kurbanboev Umid Jumaboevich, 14.08.1984, the head of the MIA RK medical unit, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on Karimov avenue;

Kushmatov Khumayun Salokhiddin uly, 22.02.1997, section commander of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Madrimov Ikrom Bazarbaevich, 07.07.1981, the commander of the National Guard unit 82885, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on Karimov avenue;

Madrimov Sulaimon Ulmasbekovich, 05.01.2000, conscript of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Mambetnazarov Elbrus Kayirbaevich, 12.03.1984, inspector of the 1st Detachment of the Road Patrol Service of the MIA RK Public Order Protection Department, wounded on July 1, 2022 in Nukus near the Paitakh shopping center on Karakalpakstan street;

Mamudkhonov Komronbek Rakhimjon uly, 21.07.1993, section commander of the 2nd patrol group of the 2nd patrol detachment of the National Guard 2nd public order protection battalion, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Narzullaev Asrbek Khairullo uly, 07.01.2001, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Nizamatdinov Mubarak Purkhanovich, 01.05.1967, head of the MIA RK Forensic Science Center, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

99 In P-0123 the surname is listed as Mamutkhonov.
100 The date and place of incident were corrected according to the official chronology of events. The list of wounded mentions the incident taking place on 2.07.2022 at the 8th checkpoint, while in the S. Musurmonov's court testimony, the date and place are indicated as 2.07.2022 in the area between the Central Deyhan market and the Mega Nukus shopping center.
Nuriev Usman Davletmurat uly, 27.03.1990, inspector of the Tortkul district DIA department of migration and citizenship, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the MIA special detention facility (MGC Koskol);

Nurmatov Sanzharbek Yuldosh uly, 15.10.1993, police patrol officer of the Navoi viloyat DIA Public Order Protection Department, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus while on duty on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);

Nurullaev Azamat Muratbaevich, 24.06.1986, senior inspector of Shomanai district DIA, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I.Karimov avenue;

Nurkhodzhaev Talbay (Tolbay) Konisbaevich, 03.10.1986, deputy chief of the 2nd DIA of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I. Karimov avenue;

Nuyamov Akbarali Gayratjon uly, 07.01.1998, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus district near the 10th post on Ziyur street (RGC Samanbai);

Orazov Khamza Alisher uly, 01.03.2001, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);

Orynbayev Amanbai Tleubaevich, 17.09.1979, Minister of Internal Affairs of RK, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Pakhratdinov Khasilbek Azatovich, 15.03.1999, investigator of the Investigation unit of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

Pirmanov Satbai Reymbaevich, 14.09.1972, head of the 2nd DIA of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Pirniyazov Ilyas Turebaevich, 05.07.1975, MIA RK inspector, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on Khojeli highway near the bridge over the Kattagar channel;

Radjapov Inomjon Khamidovich, 01.10.1989, senior operative officer of Personal security Department (abbreviation in Uzbek ‘ЎМИБ’) of the MIA RK, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus while on duty on Beruniy street (21-microdistrict house 7-a);

Razhabov Bakhtiyor Ruzmetbaevich, 21.10.1970, First Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Karakalpakstan, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I.Karimov Avenue;

Ramankulov Sharapat Maksetovich, 11.02.1989, prevention inspector of the Tortkul district DIA offenses prevention unit, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the MIA special detention facility (MGC Koskol);

Rakhmatov Diyorbek Bakhodir uly, 19.12.2003, conscript of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Rakhmonov Ilkhom Bozorboy uly, 10.02.1993, driver of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Rizokulov Bunyod Shodiyevich, 10.07.1988, commander of the 4th Battalion National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Ruzaliyev Alisher Sherali uly, 13.04.2003, conscript of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Ruzmatov Elmurod Bakhromjon uly, 06.08.1996, section commander of National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

101 In P-0123 the surname is listed as Urazov.
102 In court, Radjapov testified about being attacked in the 23rd micro district of Nukus.
Saatov (Soatov) Sardor Botir uly, 26.07.2001, conscript of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Sabirov Zhamshid Yendirboy uly, 02.06.1997, section commander of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Sadullaev Abdulaziz Abdurahmon uly, 08.04.2003, conscript of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Saidov Bakhrulla Bakhrom uly, 07.09.1996, section commander of the 4th patrol group of the 2nd patrol detachment of the 4th public order protection battalion of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Saitov Ravshan Komiljon uly, 15.09.1992, senior inspector of the Department of Internal Affairs of Navoi viloyat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Sanakulov Bakhtiyor Fozil uly, 27.01.2001, grenadier of the 1st combat group of the 3rd rifle platoon of MoD 53008 military unit, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Saparbaev Doston Muratbay uly, 1992, inspector-psychologist for minors of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus on Beruniy Street;
Safarbaev Ziyobek Khamdam uly, 23.04.1997, prevention inspector of Shavat district DIA of Khorezm viloyat, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I.Karimov avenue;
Safarov Mansurjon Maksudjonovich, 14.05.1990, senior officer of the Bukhara viloyat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the UMS Nukus branch building (mobile operator) on Uzbekistan avenue;
Sherimbatov Odilbek Otabek uly, 28.03.2002, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);
Shukurov Davlat Ikrom uly, 07.04.2003, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 near S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Soatmurodov Firdavs Boymurod uly, 16.03.1999, conscript of MoD military unit 53008, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus district near the 10th checkpoint on Ziyur street (RGC Samanbai).
Soyibjonov Rivozhiddin Bakhtiyorjon uly, 03.12.1993, section commander of the 4th patrol group of the 3rd patrol detachment of the 4th public order protection battalion of National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);
Sultonboyev Islam Kenzhabay uly, 24.05.1994, conscript of MoD military unit 53008, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the 1st checkpoint at the 1st kilometer of the highway Nukus-Shymbai-Takhtakopir;
Tazhibaev Azizjon Isak uly, 15.09.1993, driver of the public order protection group of the Beruniy district DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus on Beruniy street;

---

103 In P-0123 the surname is listed as Soatov.
104 In P-0123 the name is listed as Bakhrullo.
105 P-0523 lists him twice in the list of casualties.
106 In P-0123 the name is listed as Dastan.
107 No date of birth is given.
108 P-0523 lists him twice in the list of casualties, in one of the version the surname is given as Saatmurodov.
109 The location of incident was specified according to the official chronology of events. The list of casualties mentions an incident near the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai Street in Nukus, while Soatmurodov's testimony states he was wounded at the 2nd checkpoint near the Atamakan café on Ziyur street.
Temirov Umidjon Zafar uly, 06.07.2002, conscript of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus district near the 10th checkpoint on Ziyur street (RGC Samanbai);

Toshkenboev Abdulhamid Abdullo uly, 20.06.2003, conscript of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);

Toshpulatov Ulugbek Hasanboy uly, 13.11.2001, conscript of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGCAkzhagys);

Tugalov Marufjon Nasrullo uly, 01.09.1995, section commander of National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Tulaev Farhodboy Faiziboevich, 28.12.1991, conscript of MoD military unit 53008, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);

Turakulov Asadbek Nejmatjon uly, 12.09.2000, radio-operator of the communication section of the 1st public order protection battalion of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Turgunboev Samandar Saparalievich, 08.04.1996, section commander of the 3rd patrol group of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Turdialiev Ogabek Fazliddin uly, 07.03.2003, conscript of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Tursunov Sardor Abdusalom uly, 08.03.1996, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, sustained bullet wounds on 2.07.2022 in Nukus while on duty on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Turakulov Asadbek Nejmatjon uly, 12.09.2000, radio-operator of the communication section of the 1st public order protection battalion of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Turemuratov Azamat Begbaevich, 18.01.1983, commander of the 2nd detachment of the Road Patrol Service of the Department of Public Order Protection of the MIA RK, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I. Karimov avenue;

Uktamov Yakhyobek Otabek uly, 29.02.2004, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Ulashev Asliddin Shomirzaevich uli, 29.07.2000, section specialist of the National Guard military unit 981622, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

Urazboyev Sardor Rustam uly, 20.02.2002, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);

Urazov Gulomjon Zhumaboevich, 12.07.1989, security department officer of the Yangibazar district DIA of Khorezm viloyat, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I. Karimov avenue;

Valiyev Azamat Polatbaevich, 06.08.1987, head of the Kalykol district DIA organizational unit, wounded on 2.07.2022 in the Kalykol district near the DIA building on Garezzizlik street;

110 The location of incident was specified according to the official chronology of events. The list of casualties mentions an incident near the 10th checkpoint, while Tursunov's testimony states he was wounded at the 9th checkpoint.
Yuldashev Abdulla Makhsudbaevich, 20.01.1992, road patrol inspector of Amudarya district DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the MIA RK special detention facility (MGC Koskol);

Yuldashev Murodullo Khurramovich,111 12.03.1985, driver of the 2nd rapid response unit of the 2nd Special Operations Group of the National Guard military unit 87993, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza Street;

Yuldashev Tilovmurod Qodir uly, 19.07.1994, commander of the 1st patrol group of the 2nd patrol detachment of the 4th public order protection battalion of the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus district near the 10th post on Ziyur street (RGC Samanbay),112

Yunusov Abbos Shavkat uly, 25.04.2003, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the 2nd checkpoint (MGC Taslak);

Yusupov Mukhtarjon(Mukhtar) Bekchanovich,113 02.07.1978, head of the National Guard Administration of the Republic of Karakalpakstan, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Yarashov Umidjon Zoir uly, 08.02.2000, conscript of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);

Yakhroyev Khozhiakbar Abdulbamid uly, 11.01.1997, section commander of the 1st patrol group of the 1st patrol detachment of the 3rd public order battalion of the National Guard military unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus while on duty on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir).

Yeshechanov Muzaffar Matyokubovich,114 25.06.1987, conscript of the Ministry of Defense military unit 53008, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the 1st post at the 1-st kilometer of the highway Nukus-Shymbai-Tahtakopyr;

Yedenbaev Berdiyar Dauletbaevich, 16.07.1980, chief inspector of the Personnel Department of the MIA RK, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes on I. Karimov avenue;

Yerdzhanov Akhmet Kalimbetovich, 05.03.1989, deputy commander of the 3rd special rapid response group of the 1st special rapid response detachment of the National Guard unit 81416, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Yermazarov Dauran Allabayevich, 17.01.1990, a prevention inspector of Shomanay district DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Kanlykol district administration building;

Yesemuratov Amanbai Berdibaevich, 19.09.1990, prevention inspector Shymbaisky district DIA, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Yokubov Akbar Toshboltaevich, 07.05.1983, the head of the professional training unit of the Bukhara viloyat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of the UMS Nukus branch (mobile operator) on Uzbekistan avenue;

Zhandullayev Islambek Parakhat uly, 17.04.1997, a specialist in the National Guard unit 66454, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I. Karimov avenue;

Zhiyemuratov Salamat Maksetbaevich, 28.01.1987, machine gunner of the 1st special rapid response group of the 1st special rapid response detachment of the National Guard, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Zhonikulov Norboy Olloyorovich, 30.09.1986, driver of the special means section of the military support group of the 3rd battalion for protection of public order in the National Guard unit 98162, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

ZHUMANAZAROV Bektod Kushnazarovich, 23.02.1987, conscript of the Ministry of Defense military unit 53008, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 8th checkpoint on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys);

111 P-0123 lists him as Murodillo.
112 In court, Yuldashev testified that he was wounded near checkpoint 9.
113 P-0123 lists him as Mukhtar.
114 In P-0123 the surname is listed as Eshchanov.
115 In court, Zhiyemuratov testified that he was wounded near the Jokargy Kenes building.
Zainiddinov Khumoyun Aloviddin uly, 15.05.1992, officer of the Central Office Department (secretariat) of the National Guard of Uzbekistan, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E.Alakoza street;
Zaytov Ziyyaautdin Imamatdinovich, 18.05.1972, head of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E.Alakoza street;
Ziyaev Zhamshid Vokhidjonovich, 20.08.1991, an operative of the Criminal Investigation Department (abbreviation ‘ҚМИБ’) of the Bukhara viloyat DIA, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the administration building of the Takhtakopyr district;

2. Civilians who, according to the investigation, were not participants in the riots:

**Bodily injuries of medium severity (2 persons)**
Karataeva Gulara Myrzakulovna, 24.03.1960, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the butcher's shop on G. Sherozii street;
Orazbayeva Gulnara Tolibayevna, 12.02.2003, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

**Minor bodily injuries (11 people)**
Karimbayev Nursultan Marat uly, 01.08.1994, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;
Khakimov Karim Musayevich, 1969, beaten by civilians at 1:00 a.m. on 3.07.2022 while passing through Shomanai district;
Kodirov Fakhriddin Abdulhamidovich, 1969; beaten by civilians at 1:00 a.m. on 3.07.2022 while passing through Shomanai district;
Muratova Almira Pulatovna, 2013, and Muratova Adelia Pulatovna, 2017 (minor children of Uteeva Zamira Zhanabaevna, 18.09.1985, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on A. Tajimuratov street);
Myrzabekov Bakhtiley Koshanovich, 01.10.1960, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes on I.Karimov avenue;
Nietullayev Adilbek Ashirbekovich, 02.09.1990, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes on I.Karimov avenue;
Normatov Abdukhakkor Abdurashidovich, 1990, beaten by civilians at 1:00 a.m. on 3.07.2022 while passing through Shomanai district;
Razhapov Dilshodbek Murodbekovich, 1990, beaten by civilians on 2.07.2022 while passing through Kegeli district;
Tlegenov Zaripbai Omirbekovich, 08.11.1995, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;

---

116 No14 in I-0223.
117 Date corrected to match the official chronology.
118 P-0523 does not include him in the list of casualties.
119 Clarified from the text of the verdict.
120 P-0523 does not include him in the list of casualties.
121 Clarified from the text of the verdict.
122 In the official chronology, the incident with Muratov sisters is connected with the description of the clashes on S. Kaniyazov street (MGC Akzhagys).
123 No17 in I-0223 (surname and first name are given as Mirzabekov Bekteleu).
124 Date corrected to match the official chronology.
125 Date corrected to match the official chronology.
126 P-0523 does not include him in the list of casualties.
127 Clarified from the text of the verdict.
128 P-0523 does not include him in the list of casualties.
129 Clarified from the text of the verdict.
130 No 57 in I-0223.
131 Clarified from the text of the verdict. In the list of victims the incident location is indicated as a bypass road at the exit from Shymbai district.
Zhangabaev Aidos Sarsenbaevich, 04.08.1989, Karakalpak State University instructor, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the building of the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

2. Civilians who, according to the investigation, were participants in the mass riots: Serious bodily injuries (47 people)

Abatov Oralbay Muratbayevich, 20.11.1979, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus, on A. Dosnazarov street;

Abdizhemilov Kairat Oralbaevich, 18.02.1991, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Tashkent hotel on Karakalpakstan street;

Abdiramanov Abdibay Saatbaevich, 17.08.1982, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus in the 22nd microdistrict;

Ablezov Nurmukhammed Kuatbaevich, 09.05.1989, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Ablikamalov Kuralbay Begniyazovich, 20.08.1990, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

Aitymbetov Atabek Khudaibergenovich, 19.12.1972, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the secondary school №5 at the intersection of E. Alakoza street and Shymbai avenue;

Amangeldiev Ikram Bakhadyrovich, 27.07.1999, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I.Karimov avenue;

Amaniyazov Abatbay Zhanbaevich, 04.07.1980, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Maternity Hospital on Kh. Rezhepov street;

Atamuratov Zhaksilik Zhienbaevich, 01.09.1983, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;

Atamuratov Murat Otebaevich, 28.04.1990, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Bekniyazov Babur Abdirakhmonovich, 28.11.1992, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;

Berdikhanov Nauryzbay Maratovich, 21.03.1989, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Mega Nukus shopping center at the intersection of E. Alakoza and M. Zhumanazarov streets;

Daribayev Allamurat Aitmuratovich, 12.02.1979, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;

Daribayev Kakimbek Kurbanbayevich, 18.01.1988, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

Duyesenbaev Mir Nisanbaevich, 24.10.1984, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;

Erezhepov Abbaz Parakhatovich, 02.09.1999, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 108th turn on Turtkul avenue;

Erezhepov Ilyasbek Daryabay uly, 16.09.2004, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Maternity Hospital on H. Rezhepov street;

Faizulzhanov Rustambek Nailovich, 30.09.1983, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the intersection of I.Karimov avenue and A. Dosnazarov street;

132 No17 in I-0223.
133 P-0123, lists three of them - Kzylbaeva Raziya, Satbaev Rapat and Uspanov Bakhtiyar - as having sustained minor injuries.
134 No 9 in I-0223.
135 No 33 in I-0223.
136 No 48 in I-0223.
137 No 53 in I-0223.
138 No 8 in I-0223.
139 No 20 in I-0223.
Joldasova Gulara Yerdashevna,\textsuperscript{141} 27.11.1963, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;

Jumabaev Karamatdin Mangitbaevich,\textsuperscript{142} 04.12.1995, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the HATB-16 building;

Kalilaev Salamat Zhandulaaevich, 05.02.1976, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street, convicted on 31.01.2023 in Case 22;

Kamalatdinov Azizbek Shingizovich,\textsuperscript{143} 23.10.1997, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus, on Karakalpakstan;

Kzylbaeva Raziya Kzylbay kyzy,\textsuperscript{144} 14.02.1992, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of the RK National Guard Administration on Karakalpakstan street;

Kurbaniyazov Turdybay Turganbaevich, 21.10.1995, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on I. Karimov avenue;

Kzylbaeva Raziya Kzylbay kyzy, 14.02.1992, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of the RK National Guard Administration on Karakalpakstan street;

Kurbaniyazov Turdybay Turganbaevich, 21.10.1995, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on I. Karimov avenue;

Mamutov Tenelbay Kdyrbaevich, 10.10.1965, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

Maulenov Mukhamed Torebay uly, 27.01.1997, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;

Maulenov Mukhamed Torebay uly, 27.01.1997, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;

Nuratdinov Kuanyshbay Turganbaevich, 23.12.1980, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;

Nurekeev Kuralbay Duisenbaevich,\textsuperscript{145} 11.03.1988, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus in Nukus near the building of the RK National Guard Administration on Karakalpakstan street;

Palimbetov Amanbai Kudenovich,\textsuperscript{146} 03.07.1979, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near school No 31;

Pirniyazov Bakhadyr Kudiyarovich, 24.01.1965, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on P. Seitov street;

Reimov Abat Makhsetovich,\textsuperscript{147} 07.12.1986, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

Sadykov Nurlan Bisenbay uly, 05.12.1997, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;

Samekeev Dauranbek Bakhytovich, 24.01.1986, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near secondary school No 5 at the intersection of E. Alakoza street and Shymbai avenue;

Saatbaev Rapat Ongarbaevich,\textsuperscript{148} 20.10.2006, 11 grader of school No 41 of Nukus, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

Seitmanov Zhumabek Seitmanovich, 18.02.2005, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;

Serikbayev Shingiz Umirzakovich, 29.07.1983, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;

Shamsheetov Amir Kallibekovich, 10.05.1998, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near Respo block on Ustyurt street;

Tagabergenov Bakhtyar Berdibaevich,\textsuperscript{149} 04.11.1984, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Kanlykol district in front of the Kantek Invest building on Altyntol gyzary street;

\textsuperscript{141} No 3 in I-0223 (surname listed as Joldasheva).
\textsuperscript{142} No 7 in I-0223 (name and patronymic is listed as Karomiddin Magitbaevich).
\textsuperscript{143} No 5 in I-0223. (surname listed as Kamalitdinov).
\textsuperscript{144} P-0123 lists her as sustaining minor wound.
\textsuperscript{145} No 59 in I-0223.
\textsuperscript{146} No 42 in I-0223 (surname listed as Palymbetov).
\textsuperscript{147} No 51 in I-0223.
\textsuperscript{148} No 26 in I-0223. P-0123 lists him as sustaining minor wound.
\textsuperscript{149} No 31 in I-0223 (surname and first name listed as Tagaberganov Bakhtiyor).
Tlepbaev Nursultan Parakhat uly, 16.09.1996, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Mega Nukus shopping center at the intersection of E.Alakoza and M. Zhumanazarov streets;
Tureniyazov Kallibek Kallikorazovich, 23.12.1983, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;
Tursynbaev Yesemurat Abat uly,150 27.09.2003, cadet of Chirchik Higher Tank Command and Engineering School, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Uspanov Bakhtiyar Utegenovich,151 14.07.1978, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Yembergenov Abatbay Alpysbaevich,152 18.12.1986, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Tashkent hotel on Karakalpakstan street;
Zharimbetov Nurlan Abdullayevich,153 07.07.1986, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Zholmurzaev Alpamys Bakhydryr (Bakhodyr) uly, 09.10.1999, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the intersection of I.Karimov avenue and A. Dosnazarov street;
Zholymbetov Bayrambay Shyngyzbay uly, 14.02.1998, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of the RK National Guard Administration on Karakalpakstan street;

_Bodily injuries of medium severity (14 people)_

Abdullaev Polat Allabaevich,154 03.08.1981, PWD of II group, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Mega Nukus shopping center at the intersection of E.Alakoza and M. Zhumanazarov streets;
Aitzhanov Kuyat Pulatovich,155 14.12.1990, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus, on the P. Seitzov street;
Akimniyazov Salamat Uzakbaevich, 21.08.1988, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Duisenbaev Gairatbay Orynbaevich,156 29.04.1976, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Kanlykol district in front of the Kantek Invest building on Altynkol gyzary street;
Ibraimov Roman Gafur uly, 30.04.2003, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the new mosque on Shymbai avenue;
Iskenderov Abdijalil Zulkhanderovich,157 28.03.1987, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;
Kalimbetov Mirasbek Adilbayevich, 21.06.1978, wounded on 2(?)07.2022 in Nukus near the building of Jokargy Kenes building on I.Karimov avenue;
Rakhimov Atabek Kadirbayevich,158 10.02.1990, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Shamshetov Mukhamedali Aryslanbaevich, 28.05.1991, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Shankulov Temurbek Kalmukhambetovich, 15.09.1983, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir).
Yuldashev Sharapatdin Ibrakhimovich, 27.12.1987, wounded 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;

---

150 No 6 in I-0223 (name listed as Esemurat).
151 No 37 in I-0223. P-0123 lists him as sustaining minor wound.
152 No 8 a in I-0223.
153 No 36 in I-0223.
154 No 65 in I-0223 (patronymic listed as Allajarovich).
155 No 35 in I-0223.
156 No 66 in I-0223 (patronymic listed as Orinbayevich).
157 No 30 in I-0223 (patronymic listed as Sulkhanderovich).
Zhaniyazov Timur Zhumabaevich,\textsuperscript{159} 25.09.2000, student of Tashkent University of Information Technologies Nukus branch, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;  
Zholdasbaev Ilkham Maratovich, 19.06.1997, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;  
Ziraddinov Abatbay,\textsuperscript{160} 08.03.1956, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;  

\textit{Minor bodily injuries (89 people)}  
Abdimuratov Temirbek Damirovich, 20.05.1973, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;  
Abdullaev Azamat Fayzullaevich,\textsuperscript{161} 26.10.1991, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus at the intersection of A. Dosnazarov and Beruniy streets;  
Adilbayev Mukhammedali Kenesbayevich,\textsuperscript{162} 09.09.1993, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;  
Adilbekov Yerpolat Seitbekovich,\textsuperscript{163} 26.05.1984, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near Sevinch cafe on A. Dosnazarov street;  
Azhimuratov Zhaksimurat Aitmuratovich,\textsuperscript{164} 06.01.1973, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;  
Aytenov Akilbek Afinbekovich, 02.09.1956, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of Jokargy Kenes on I. Karimov avenue;  
Allambergenova Gulstan Maksetbayevna,\textsuperscript{165} 11.04.1962, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the house on S. Ainiy street;  
Allamzharov Kuvandyk Baynazarovich, 30.08.1991, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;  
Allanazarov Niyetbay Zholdasbaevich, 22.07.1982, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Maternity Hospital on H. Rezhepov street;  
Allanazarov Sharbay Sabirovich,\textsuperscript{166} 13.04.1968, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;  
Allaniyazov Bakhtiyar Khakimbaevich,\textsuperscript{167} 17.06.1989, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shaykhana Shymbay building;  
Allaniyazov Muratbek Alpysbay uly, 11.04.2004, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;  
Alyanov Rakhat Bauetdinovich, 05.12.1974, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on P. Seitov street;  
Ametov Tolegen Tangirbergenovich, 27.04.1979, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the house of D. Tazhimuratov (38 Aktau Street);  
Babazhanov Alpamys Berdibay uly,\textsuperscript{168} 09.01.2000, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Sultan Saray restaurant on Tatibayev street;  
Bagybayev Sharapat Parakhatovich,\textsuperscript{169} 25.06.1987, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;  
Baynazarov Ongarbay Baltabaevich, 14.01.1984, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;  

\textsuperscript{159} No 27 in I-0223 (surname listed as Shaniyazov).  
\textsuperscript{160} No 12 in I-0223.  
\textsuperscript{161} No 71 in I-0223.  
\textsuperscript{162} No 43 in I-0223.  
\textsuperscript{163} No 56 in I-0223.  
\textsuperscript{164} No 73 in I-0223.  
\textsuperscript{165} No 11 in I-0223.  
\textsuperscript{166} No 75 in I-0223 (name and patronymic listed as Sharifbay Sabirovich).  
\textsuperscript{167} No 62 in I-0223.  
\textsuperscript{168} No 16 in I-0223 (name listed as Alpamis).  
\textsuperscript{169} No 19 in I-0223.
Bauetdinov Azamat Niyetbaevich, 05.01.1979, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Savitsky Museum on T. Kayypbergenov street;
Bekmurzayev Azizbek Makhambetovich, 02.12.1999, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;
Beknazarov Marat Kadirbayevich, 01.02.1969, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Berdimov Makhsetbay Khudaibergenovich,\(^{170}\) 10.08.1969, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoa street;
Dalymbetov Kenesbay Sarsenbaevich, 07.06.1971, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoa street;
Dauletmuratov Bakhtiyar Konmekbayevich, 12.10.1983, wounded on 2.07.2022 near Nukus International Airport on A. Dosnazarov street;
Dauletazarov Orazaly Konyratbaevich,\(^{171}\) 07.09.1975, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Kanlykul district in front of the Kantek Invest building at Altynkol guzary street;
Dauletov Sultan Ayapbergenovich,\(^{172}\) 07.08.1997, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the house of D. Tazhimuratov (38 Aktau street);

Ibodullaev Bayrambay Zaripbaevich, 25.10.1992, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykhan market on E. Alakoa street;
Isataev Makhmud Izbaskhanovich,\(^{173}\) 22.06.1984, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;
Kaipov Ermanbay Daryabayevich,\(^{174}\) 21.05.1990, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the hospital on H. Rezhepov street;
Kalbaev Sanzharbek Amangeldi uly, 20.11.1999, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Kalimbetov Kamal Kuralbaevich,\(^{175}\) 27.05.1989, wounded on 2.07.2022 near school named after Kirov on Amir Temur street;
Kamalatdinov Maxim Altay uly,\(^{176}\) 18.07.2005, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Savitsky Museum on T. Kayypbergenov street;
Kamalov Bakhadyr Oljabayevich, 15.03.1989, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;
Kdirniyazov Ametbay Mambetniyazovich, 07.05.1963, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoa street;
Khafizov Zhetkerbay Akhmaddin uly,\(^{177}\) 05.06.1992, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Khozhanazarov Abdimalik Kaypovich, 08.04.1974, editor-in-chief of the Yel khyzmetinde newspaper, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I.Karimov avenue, convicted on 17.03.2023 in Case 39;
Khozhaniiyazov Saparniyaz Zamir uly,\(^{178}\) 24.04.1997, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the house of D. Tazhimuratov at 38 Aktau street;
Kuandykova Ainura Tenelbay kyzy,\(^{179}\) 22.07.1992, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near Jokargy Kenes building on I.Karimov Avenue;

\(^{170}\) No 23 in I-0223.
\(^{171}\) No 77 in I-0223 (name and patronymic listed as Orazali Kongratbaevich).
\(^{172}\) No 50 in I-0223.
\(^{173}\) No 60 in I-0223.
\(^{174}\) No 52 in I-0223 (surname and patronymic listed as Kayupov and Daryabayevich).
\(^{175}\) No 29 in I-0223.
\(^{176}\) No 55 in I-0223.
\(^{177}\) No 24 in I-0223.
\(^{178}\) No 34 in I-0223.
\(^{179}\) No 32 in I-0223.
Makhmudov Anvar Azatovich, 22.07.1992, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Mendibaev Azamat Tolegenovich, 26.02.1978, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Tashkent hotel on Karakalpakstan street;
Myrzagaliev Bahkadyr Tajetdinovich,\(^{180}\) 03.01.1985, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Mega Nukus shopping center at the intersection of E.Alakoza and M. Zhumanazarov streets;
Nagmetov Ruslan Anvar (uly), 28.10.1991, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Mega Nukus shopping center at the intersection of E.Alakoza and M. Zhumanazarov streets;
Nauryzbaev Abzal Azat uly,\(^{181}\) 28.01.1996, student of Karakalpak State University, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street, convicted on 17.03.2023 under case 39;
Nyzametdinov Sulaiman Mirzabaevich, 14.08.1989, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Ninanov Zulfukar Rakhmatulla uly, 01.12.2000, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;
Nuratdinov Sultanbay Sarsenbaevich,\(^{182}\) 15.07.1977, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Orazbayev Kanyratbay Zholdasbay uly,\(^{183}\) 11.09.1994, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the cemetery "Shorsha Baba" on A. Dosnazarov street;
Oralbaev Asadbek Kuralbay uly,\(^{184}\) 28.11.2001, student of the Medical Institute of Karakalpakstan, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Orynbaev Nauryzbay Klyshbaevich, 29.03.1990, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Ospanov Dauletniyaz Omar uly, 26.02.1995, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;
Polatov Islam Parakhat uly, 25.10.1999, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near D. Tazhimuratov's house (38 Aktau street), convicted on 17.03.2023 under Case 39;
Primbetov Timur Abyllaevich, 10.09.1988, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;
Reimov Alimjon Tangirbergenovich,\(^{185}\) 20.03.1989, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Sagidullaev Bahkadyr Ibadullaevich,\(^{186}\) 09.01.1996, student of Karakalpak State University, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of the RK National Guard Administration on Karakalpakstan street;
Saginbaev Mukhammed Tenelbaevich, 07.02.1999, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of the RK National Guard Administration on Karakalpakstan street;
Saparov Ruslan Kuanyshbaevich, 01.09.1981, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus on Amir Temur street;
Seitnazarov Miras Galymovich, 10.01.1989, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Seidanov Alisher Joldasbaevich, 11.01.1982, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykan market on E. Alakoza street; No 22 Nukus.
Seydullaev Alimjon Uzakbaevich,\(^{187}\) 19.11.1967, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Meridian banquet hall on Zhyideli-Baisin street;

\(^{180}\) No 10 in I-0223 (name listed as Bakhodir).
\(^{181}\) No 46 in I-0223.
\(^{182}\) No 69 in I-0223 (name and patronymic listed as Sultan Sersenbaevich).
\(^{183}\) No 78 in I-0223 (name listed as Koniratbay).
\(^{184}\) No 18 in I-0223.
\(^{185}\) No 40 in I-0223.
\(^{186}\) No 45 in I-0223.
\(^{187}\) No 64 in I-0223.
Seydullaev Nursultan Esenbay uly, 05.10.1998, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the building of the RK National Guard Administration on Karakalpakstan street;
Serzhanov Kakhraman Babazhanovich, 12.11.1987, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E.Alakoza street;
Serzhanova Margarita Shataevna, 05.10.1971, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near her house at 30 A. Begimova street;
Serimov Zhenisbay Turgaliyevich, 20.02.1982, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Shinnazarova Gulbanu, 27.01. 1992, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Jokargy Kenes building on I.Karimov avenue;
Smailov Madiyar Myrzabay uly,188 10.11.1996, electrical networks engineer, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Tazhibaev Aziz Kalybekovich, 10.12.1993, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykhan market on E.Alakoza street;
Tlegenov Artur Niyetbaevich, 31.03.1980, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the D. Tazhimuratov's house at 38 Aktau street;
Tolybaev Timurkhan Turikbenbay uly, 22.11.1996, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Tashkent hotel on Karakalpakstan street;
Torebayev Sheraly Hozhabayevich,189 15.09.1986, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;
Turganov Mairambay Userbaevich,190 05.05.1984, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the entrance bridge at the intersection of Uzbekistan avenue and 60th Anniversary of Karakalpakstan street;
Turdiyev Bairambay Omirbayevich, 09.11.1986, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Turdimuratov Dauletyar Alimbaevich,191 26.02.1982, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Uzakbaev Kuanashbay Amanbaevich, 27.08.1995, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykhan market on E.Alakoza street;
Uzakbergenov Adilbek Saparbaevich, 09.10.1991, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan bazaar on E.Alakoza street;
Utambetov Sultanbek Zhamalovich, 28.11.1958, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus in the Central Park on T. Kayybergenov street;
Utemisov Shamu Korazbekovich, 01.01.1972, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykhan market on E. Alakoza Street;
Utemuratov Berdak Myrzamuratovich,192 02.12.1988, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Maternity Hospital on H. Rezhepov street;
Uteniyazov Azat Dalibayevich,193 15.06.1987, wounded on 2.07.2022 near the Department for Coordination of City Internal Affairs of Nukus city on Beruniy street;
Yedilov Damir Sagindikovich, 07.11.1988, wounded on 2.07.2022 near Nukus International Airport on A. Dosnazarov street;
Yelmuratov Shymbergen Baimuratovich, 29.11.1972, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Shorsha Baba cemetery on A. Dosnazarov street;
Yerezhepov Salauat Zhanabaevich, 09.02.1981, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on the E. Alakoza street;

188 No 44 in I-0223.
189 No 49 in I-0223.
190 No 67 in I-0223 (patronymic listed as Userovich).
191 No 61 in I-0223 (surname is listed as Turdymuratov).
192 No 72 in I-0223.
193 No 21 in I-0223.
Yerzhanov Miras Rakhatovich,\textsuperscript{194} 01.03.1994, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the intersection of Amir Temur street and I.Karimov avenue;
Yerimbetov Iskender Abibnazar uly,\textsuperscript{195} 09.11.1979, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Yesbergenov Azamat Yesemuratovich, 25.06.1988, wounded on 1.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deykhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Zhanuzakov Zhandaulat Sabit uly, 12.11.1999, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Central Deyhan market on E. Alakoza street;
Zhenbaev Shartyr Bakhtiyar uly, 15.03.2003, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the 9th checkpoint on Zhagaltai street (MGC Naupir);
Zhiemuratov Bakhiyatdin Usnadinovich, 03.01.1980, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Bereket restaurant on Amir Temur street;
Zhumaniyazov Sharafat Zhaksylykovich, 18.11.1987, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the mosque on A. Dosnazarov street;
Zhumanov Kalila Ametovich, 19.09.1982, wounded on 2.07.2022 in Nukus near the Mega Nukus shopping center at the intersection of E. Alakoza and M. Zhumanazarov streets;

\textbf{Key to abbreviations in the original text of the verdict}

ЖКБ (Жиноят кидирув бошқармаси) - Criminal Investigation Department
ЖХХ (Жамоат хафсизлиги хизмати) - Public security services
ЖТСБ (Жамоат тартибини сақлаш бошқармаси)/ ЖҲҚБ - Department of Public Order Protection
ЖТСГ (Жамоат тартибини сақлаш гурухи) – Public Order Unit
ИИБ (Ички ишлар бошқармаси) – Directorate of Internal Affairs
ИИББ (Ички ишлар бош бошқармаси) – Main Directorate of Internal Affairs
ИИВ (Ички ишлар вазирлиги) – Ministry of Internal Affairs
ИИО ФМБ (Ички ишлар органлари фаолиятини мууфикалаштириш бошқармаси)/ ИИО ЖМБ – DCIAB - Department for Coordination of Internal Affairs Bodies
ЙПХ (Йул патрул хизмати) – Road Patrol Police
Қаржы ҳәм МТХ (Қаржы ҳәм моддий-техника хизмати) – Finance and Logistics Service
М ҳәм ФРБ (Миграция ва фуқароликни расмийлаштириш бўлими)/ МхПРБ – Migration and Citizenship Department
ППХ (Патрул пост хизмати) – Patrol and Checkpoint Service
ППХБ (Патрул пост хизмати бўлими) - Patrol and Checkpoint Service Unit
ТВБСO (Тезкор вазифаларни бажарувчи сафарбар отряд) – Special Rapid Response Unit
ТХТБ (Транспортда хафсизликни таъминлаш бошқармаси) - Transportation Security Administration
ҲПБ (Ҳуқукбузарликлар профилактика бўлими) – Offenses Prevention Unit
ШХБ (Шахсий хавфсизлик бошқармаси) - Personal Security Department
ЭКМ (Эксперт-криминалистика маркази) - Forensic Science Center

\textsuperscript{194} No 74 in I-0223.
\textsuperscript{195} No 68 in I-0223 (name and patronymic listed as Iskander Abibnazar uly).